
 

*Dr. Solorzano wrote his name on the big chalkboard in my room, which was helpful to me. He came in my room 

and talked with me. He was knowledgeable and I felt very comfortable with him as my doctor.

*Kathy (day shift) and *Anita (night shift in SSU were awesome!  Very helpful, compassionate, and caring.  They 

went the extra mile to take care of my pain.

*Dr. Hullfish and her staff are great assets UVA.  *LEANN in *Dr. Hullfish's ofc was very supportive & helpful, as 

was the rest of the staff.  THANK you.

Good experience with each and every encounter.  *Dr. Schirmer, his intern, nurse (*Anna).  Went the extra mile 

to make the procedure as easy as possible.

In pre-reg., the girl who worked me up was fantastic.  I think her name was *Regina.  She was unbelievably on 

top of things and kept me informed as well as making sure any lung and heart issues I could have had were 

To note:  I was referred by my gastro surgeon to *Dr. Schirmer because he is retiring and felt that going to UVA 

and having this physician do the surgery because of his reputation in the field and because the facility itself is so 

prepared for any situation.  And, even though I have to travel approximately four hours to get there, it certainly 

has proven to be the best road for me to travel with my dx.  I met many of your employees and wish I had 

written all of their names down.  They all need to know their worth to us, the patients; as well as their employer.  

I believe *Dr. Malhotra was very good at his job.

My entire visit was extraordinary great!  *Dr. Malhotra's staff was excellent.

*Dr. Corbett was great with my son. He was thorough in explanations and very genuine.

Everyone was super, especially *Kelly Manor, NP.  She was great!

Would definitely recommend *Dr. Darby - 

*Dr. Levin's group of assistants were fine.

I have confidence in *Dr. Levin and those around him.

*Dr. Hendrick was amazing.  I have never had anyone like her before.  I trust her completely.  Don't ever let her 

go anywhere else, I can not say enough good about her.

The surgical experience was comfortable and everyone was competent.  *Dr. Chhabra was the best.  Thank you 

for caring about me.

*Dr. Bilchick was great.  UVA GREAT hosp.  

My appointments are made with nurse *Irene Melo.  She is very good and works with me.

*Dr. Strand performed a special colonoscopy and removed a large polyp that other doctors were not skilled 

enough to do. A great deal of appreciation to *Dr. Strand!

*Dr. Slingluff and staff were amazing.  Thanks to all!!

Everyone & everything about my experience was excellent.  *Dr. Slingluff was tremendous!  I also appreciated 

*Kathleen Haden's care & concern.

#7.  *Dottie was fantastic.

*Dr. Mason is amazing.  *Donna NP & *Cindy NP are amazing as well.

Nursing staff was great.  *Dr. Caldwell was #1 in my book.

The physician(*Dr. Hayes) was extremely patient. So were the nurses. They were knowledgeable and thorough 

when explaining information about the procedure.

*Dr. Smith did a brilliant job.

*Dr. Argo and all the staff were wonderful describing the procedure etc. excellent care. 

Went to procedure quickly, *Dr. Argo and his staff made me very comfortable and explained everything very 

well. They are the best. 

This is not my first go around with *Dr. Shami and her staff and it won't be the last. They are wonderful people 

and I have no fear of this procedure. A super physician.

Have received the finest care on all of my visits, *Dr. Shami and staff are the best.

Communication between *Dr. Singh and my cardiologist - Before and after - *Dr. Max Luna was excellent.



Truly, one of the most positive and rewarding experiences of my life. *Dr. Ragosta was/is fantastic, and the 

nurses and all staff superb.

*Dr. Hashisaki is first - class surgeon; one month from surgery all is going well; worth the drive from 

EP nurse gave frequent updates by phone.  PACU nurse *Dan was very kind, & quickly managed Adam's pain.  

*Colleen & *Kelley on unit took great care of Adam overnight!

Thank you for the great care that was given to our son.  We would highly recommend *Dr. McDaniel, & UVA to 

Pre-operative nurse *Jean was very professional & great.

Second time having a catheterization by *Dr. Gimple.  Liked him very much.

If a colonoscopy can ever be a "good experience" this was it!  Appreciated *Dr. Yoshida's wonderful concern.

Recovery room nurse went above and beyond for myself and my family.  She was truly wonderful.  *Alyshia (I 

believe is her name).

My Dr., *Dr. Sandra Johnson with assistance from *Dr. D. made a scary surgery successful and I am grateful for 

their SKILLS.  I'm so much better now.

*Dr. Weiss - A+++.

Could not have had better care anywhere - *Dr. Ferguson is great!

Very professional and caring! *Dr. Joseph Park is amazing! 

*Dr. Singh explained everything in detail including showing my husband and I the areas of concern revealed on 

CT scan.  Very important to us.

*Dr. Bruce Schirmer was very nice & very good.  Thanks so much.

*Mason Porter was extremely helpful and delightful!

*Dr. Smith was very knowledgeable and compassionate.   All staff very caring! 

*Dr. Shildkrot is wonderful to work with.

Have and will refer *Dr. Kerzner to those in need of this surgery.  

*Dr. Henry was very thorough in his explanation of the procedure. IV nurse was excellent.

*Dr. Peter Netland.  Thank you so much!

*Dr. Yoshida is exceptional!

Loved the ice packs given to me post-op to use at home - really good & helpful - thanks.  *Dr. Gwathmey 

explained what he found & gave me pictures from the tape - very helpful.\

From arrival with registration pre and post op.  Amazed and grateful for professional kindness.  We applaud *Dr. 

Gwathmey and all of the staff.  Great job!  Highest recommendations.

*Dr. David Brenin and the team at the cancer center was top notch!  The care I received throughout the whole 

process was outstanding and I am grateful!

My RN was named *Jean she was tops.  She got the IV in the first time.  Very sweet and caring RN.  You need 

*Dr. O. was great.  She took me earlier than I was supposed to have surgery.  Made me feel at ease.  She is 

wonderful.  You need more caring drs. at UVA.

Excellent medical care by *Dr. Cui & associates.

The nurses at every step were wonderful.  And *Dr. Carson is a great surgeon who seems to care about his 

patients.  I felt very confident heading into the procedure that it would be done well. 

*Greg, the nurse was amazing.

*Dr. Mangrum is great.

I will recommend *Dr. Yoshida and the center to others.  I received excellent care, and felt safe and comfortable, 

I was treated with respect and was very well informed about the procedure and results.

Having had a few outpatient procedure at other hospitals, my experience at UVA were BY FAR the most 

outstanding!  I will recommend your hospital to anyone and *Dr. O.!



*Dr. James Mann, MD is a wonderful person and doctor.  He is outstanding in his field.  *Dr. Mann is caring and 

takes the time to explain everything.  I have all the confidence and respect in *Dr. Mann and his staff.  Nurses 

*Jennifer & *Tula I wish to acknowledge both of them.  They are very professional and dedicated to their 

profession and outstanding nurses and so very caring.  Both of them are a credit to their profession.  I hold the 

#2, 3.  *Dr. Yoshida was very good!

*Dr.Mike Ragosta MD is great!

*Dr. Henry and the nurses were excellent.  They gave me a very clear explanation of what happened and what I 

needed to follow up.

*Dr. Henry is an excellent healthcare provider.

*Dr. Early and *Dr. McGreary were excellent!  

*Dr. Ferguson was top notch, both in providing information and in performing a long and complicated 

procedure.  *Anita the nurse was outstanding in her care.

I had local anesthesia by *Dr. Sandra Johnson.  From my perspective, she is an excellent, and friendly, physician.

*Dr. Sandra Johnson has my utmost appreciation.  I was fully satisfied in my conversations with her.

*Dr. Ragosta is super!

*Dr. Friel were very professional in his service and staff.

*Dr. Upchurch was and is very professional.  Great service!

#10.  *Charlotte - very good.

Nice to see, *Charlotte in pre-op room made us feel at ease and very well cared for.

Once again - privacy is here & you feel secure & I was relaxed.  4."He is incredible". 6."*Potter" was great.  

8.They are all high skilled & people friendly.  

All doc & nurses are very good to me.  Was there could of time *Dr. Rome office & people were - very good.  My 

primary _____ doc *Dr. Camporo.  Been very good about _____.

Think the doc and *Nersie very much they where the best and think the staff.  

*Nancy (*Dr. Mason's scheduling nurse) was VERY helpful.

*Dr. Mason is outstanding.

Excellent explanation of procedure by *Dr. Singh and nurse practitioner before procedure.

Excellent explanation post operative *Dr. Singh drew a picture of the procedure that he did; also nurse 

practitioner, explained what had happened.

I have nothing but high praise for the staff at UVA.  They are courteous and showed compassion.  My wife has 

very high praise for *Dr. Krupski.  *Dr. Wheeler and *Dr. Krupski are both outstanding.

I has only good thing to say - about UVE - good people. #1.  *Dr. Singh. 

*Dr. Singh was the best, on everything done to me -

*D. Yoshida and her team were superb!  VERY FRIENDLY, efficient, and professional - even given the potentially 

awkward circumstances of the procedure.

Amazing experience!  *Dr. Smith and his team were so friendly, answered my many questions; explained 

everything in detail; so I had no worries.  Thank you!!!

*Dr. Smith and his team took EXCELLENT care of me!  The UVA Hospital staff was courteous and caring before 

and after surgery and during my overnight stay!  I had to travel 2.5 hrs. for surgery and was well worth it!  Thank 

*Dr. Shah and the staff were all friendly, competent and absolutely 100% terrific. 

Loved *Dr. Mason!  She put me at ease.

I was impressed with *Doctor Mason and all the nurses involved.

During the whole day, *Sharron and *Hetti - were caring, efficient, pleasant, knowledgeable etc., etc., you could 

not ask them for more.  Great!!

*Paula C. inserted my IV with excellent technical skills.

*Dr. Park spoke with my husband post-op and gave excellent updates, including pictures.

*Dr. Hain stock is awesome!



*Dr. Shami is outstanding from courtesy to competence, I do not see a way her department could be surpassed!

I have the utmost confidence in *Dr. Hedrick.

*Dr. Yoshida & the staff and nurses were very helpful and professional!!

*Dr. Yarboro was excellent - all staff  - in operating room, recovery, pre-op and nurses on floor were great!

I had no concerns and greatly appreciate *Dr. Parks _____.  

I was totally at ease with the nurses and *Dr. Redick.

*Jan the nurse was very personable and professional, and she placed the IV in a painless fashion on the first 

My recovery nurse (*Chris, I think) was very kind and helpful.  He did a great job.

*Amy, the procedure nurse was wonderful, kind and knowledgeable.  *Dr. Argo is a fantastic physician.  He is a 

skilled endoscopist and provides outstanding clinical care.  I am a physician, and *Dr. Argo is the kind of doctor 

*Dr. Friel is an excellent doctor - you can trust him and know that he will do his best -

*Dr. Tache-Leon provided excellent knowledge info prior to the surgery.  Nurses were very good - professional.

*Dr. Tache-Leon is truly professional - I want him to be my dr. - In case of another surgery.

Our nurses, PCT's, etc., were AMAZING.  The nurse we had for the majority of our stay (*Kelly) was by far one of 

the best nurses we've had ANYWHERE.  We also had *Sarah as well as *Eva & *Heidi.  Everyone went out of their 

way to be helpful and interacted so well with us as well as our son.  FANTASTIC nurses on 7W!!!

*Darby was great.

*Dr. Joseph Park is excellent.

*Dr. Yoshida is the best!

#8.  *Dr. O. is a very good, skilled physician.  Would recommend her to anyone.

Everyone was extremely nice & helpful, especially *Nancy Pitts, *Dr. Furgerson & *Cindy Loffner.  (I didn't get to 

see *Cindy this last time.  I saw her on my first two visits.)

Your hospital & staff (nurses, *Dr. Fergerson, & every one I met) was super nice.  They are the best!  I would 

choose your hospital if I needed to be admitted again - They are all VERY helpful & caring.  I love them all.  Thank 

*Dr. Williams and his staff did an exceptional job it was everything that we discuss at my visit before surgery, a 

*Karen Wheeler was an angel in ER.

*Dr. Landen was great.  Very informative and straightforward.

My pre-op nurse *Barb was great!!  I was really nervous when I got there but when it was time to go to the OR I 

felt 100% better.  She made me feel safe and cared for.  Loved *Barb - she spent time with me. #1.  Awesome - 

nurse was great. #10.  *Barb was great - didn't even feel it. 

*Dr. Wells, the anesthesiologist was outstanding.  *Dr. Browne, the orthopedic surgeon was absolutely 

All aspects of this encounter were excellent.  *Dr. Browne and his team do outstanding work and are 

*Dr. Hinkle is a compassionate individual who will make an excellent doctor - his care during my 7-8 hour stay 

All my doctors were good (ER resident & attending and neuro resident *Dr. McConnell).

*Shawn in registration was great!  He got me right back to a room.  

*Dr. Jesus she was awesome very nice to my son.

These ratings are for the group of residents that meet with me *Dr. Burt met with me later and he was 

My PC physician, *Dr. Evelyn Scott, and my Digestive Health physician, *Dr. Stephen Caldwell, had input all of my 

information in my chart; so questions were minimal.  

I was seen immediately.  I was also welcomed by "*Mel" (I don't know her last name) who I had previously met 

socially.  That was very nice!

The care I rec'd was outstanding *Dr. Brudg and the resident were the best I could ask for -

*Dr. Tom and his staff were very caring of my age and were professional.  

*Dr. Black was very caring and respectful.  I had a pleasant visit even though I was in much pain.

*Dr. Rook (?) - resident - was wonderful! Finally transferred me out of hallway.  *Dr. Reiser great. 

Shout out to ortho *Dr. MacDonald, he called our private ortho MD in Washington DC so we could be seen 

*Irena Burg was kind and caring.  Knowledgeable & skilled.



Poor *Dr. Meredith Thompson had to give me news of brain tumors.  She was wonderful.

*Stacy and the other nurse who took care of my husband were fantastic.  Top notch!  Wish I could remember 

her name.  (She did OB before ED.  She was AMAZING!)

ER resident was great - She was very concerned about my comfort and kept me informed.  Ortho resident - *Dr. 

Casp - was also great.  Very kind and didn't seem rushed.

UVA is one of the most impressive hospitals I've ever experienced.  My husband had a stroke due to an 

aneurysm. I did not get to UVA until the morning of the 16th.  The attention my husband received while in 

NNICU and the other 2 areas on the 6th floor were remarkable. I also want to mention several of the RN's that 

impressed me in taking care of my husband.  I do not know the last names but their first names were *Kelly, 

*Alexandria, *Tim, *Matt and I believe *Robert. Thank you all for bringing my husband back to me.  He got to 

Nurse *Bradley King was excellent.  Mom was not use to a male nurse but he was very attentive, always listening 

to her and trying to make her comfortable.  He was excellent with my mother.  When she moved to another 

room and area, she had some really great _____ nurses.  One in particular when we were leaving was excellent 

and so good with mom, because mom couldn't hear well she made sure mom understood everything she said.  

I would like to comment on *Dr. Michael Downes.  He is such a great doctor and person.  He does his level best 

to give the best of himself and MVA.  He has been my husbands doctor since 2008.  We are so blessed to have 

P.S.  Words cannot express the great care and how carefully *Dr. Downs has walked with us down this long road!  

He is a very good doctor and humanitariun.  Thanks.

I feel that I choose UVA because I have heard great things about the hospital and I could not have been treated 

any better.  Thank-you for everything that your staff done for me and my aunt that brought me down there.  You 

have a great hospital and I really like my dr. - he was *Dr. Smith.  I really appreciate him.  

We really appreciate the service on 3 Central.  *Dr. Kirby and her team and *Dr. Arnold and his team along with 

the ER staff & dialysis staff get an A + from me and my wife.  Thank you.

From my very first visit to *Dr. Brian Sauer, and T_____ *Milo.  I knew I was going to be taken care of.  tumor 

board met and decided *Dr. Zayfdun was the surgeon for me.  I could not have been anymore informed in what 

they planned to do to me.  *Dr. Z. told me exactly what he was going to do and I had all the confidence in him.  

My surgery was major but as I improve I realize how fortunate to have these doctors in my life.  They truly 

changed my quality of life for the better.  I will forever be grateful for the care professionalism and feeling better 

*Kali Cavanaugh RN and *Ruth Clements, RN were terrific!

PCAs on 6 E were very good *Alex and *George.

Dr. *Adam S_____ is the best excellent.

*Dr. Smith is an awesome surgeon - and he's so young - I'm sure he is & will be a leader in his specialty - spinal 

surgery.  I read he is in the top 12 spinal surgeons in North America -

*Doni Berno - exceptional, caring nurse.

Thank God for *Dr. Upchurch and his staff and *Joe from ICU.

All outstanding A+ *Dr. Irving L. Kron, MD A+++ "the best."

*Ed Hunter, RN was very attentive to all of my concerns & those of my roommate. ALL staff very nice. 

Nurse named *Liz, when I went into atrial fibrillation, pulled out all the stops, and immediately started a process 

to get me out of it.

I did not have surgery.  I was in overnight for observation.  The nurses were excellent & she stands out *Deamma 

and she wore her cap.

*Dr. Taylor (resident) and *Dr. Daniel Stein, (neurology) worked well with our family.  *Dr. Taylor went above 

and beyond our expectations as the attending ER physician (neurology) in communicating very well...  

Nurse *Mika was very nice.  We feel she went above & beyond her call of duty.  Very pleased with her.

*Dr. Megan Bray, her office staff in addition to all of the residents/staff in hospital made me feel safe & secure 

(at _____ the while way).

If having to go back I would like *Dr. Dudley to be my doctor again him and his team were the best to me.



If I had to go back I'd like to have *Dr. Dudley and his team again.

*Dr. Bashir and the entire 5 East were so helpful and attentive throughout my stay.

Everyone was great!!!  Especially *Dr. Mary Jensen & *Dr. Susan Modesitt.

Exceptional care from *Brenda, *Jessica, the nurse *Melissa & *Doctor Megan during labor & delivery, *Brooke, 

all NICU employees, lactation nurses.  Just over all great care from everyone.

 I had a liver transplant at UVA and the transplant team have followed my recovery with great interest that has 

meant very much to me and my family.  *Drs. Argo - *Maluf - *Pelatier as well as *Martha Perkins were and are 

a great asset to UVA as well as friends of me & my family.

Great staff on the 5th Floor *Katie!!  *Tony Epps!! #1.  5th Floor. 

I was on 6 East & *Brenna was my CNA or PCA & was so friendly & helpful.  an EXCELLENT worker!

Our pediatric nurse, *Nicole, was amazing!  All the docs we saw were wonderful student/resident *Thomas Ball 

was SO kind & helpful.

*Robin W. in the recovery unit was very kind in helping to get mu pain under control.  *Dr. Cherry came to me 

pre surgery to answer questions and ensure I felt very comfortable with the plan.  Every staff member was kind 

and helpful.  I couldn't have had a better group of people caring for me. 

Right from *Dr. Brochmeier's staff to UVA Hospital care, wonderful, perfect.  No complaints.  Everyone I came in 

contact with were professional, courtesy.  Class A all the way.  Wonderful experience.  Wish I had gone there in 

Jan. when I first tell & broke my shoulder & arm.

*Monica - Excellent nursing assistant - only one to make sure I was cleaned up (providing warm wash clothes, 

helping with back care, drying skin).  Also assisted with ambulation.

One nurse in particular was super in her attentiveness to her patients.  I can't remember her last name but her 

first name was *Cate.  They all were great but she was super great.  (We called her Roadrunner.)

*Cath was personel were fantastic & *Ruth & *Tesse in particular. ...

Excellent care from *Dr. Lau & hospital staff.

*Drs. Bergin & *Kennedy are certainly top in they field of patient care.  I trust *Dr. Bergin with my life & family 

care.  Thank all of you for superior care..

IF there was anything above excellent, we would give it to this hospital and staff from every department!  Terrific 

from curb service to *Dr. Traci Hedrick and entire staff!  A "well congratulations" to a true _____ team.  

Extremely satisfied with hospital staff and *Dr. James Brown.

Particularly attentive care from nurse *Delia Harrison.

4th floor ICU nurses * Staff where over & above in there duties & care of me.  Very lucky person.  Thanks to you 

My spine exploded in a car accident.  Everyone did a great job.  I have all my nerve function.  Thank you *Dr. 

Elias and everyone in the ER, surgery, SICU, surgery floor.

Doctors *Hodges & *Rodgers are the best med staff I have ever encountered, kudos to both _____.

*Sarah Milaci was our nurse for 2 nights & she was outstanding. *Denise Young was the doctor who delivered 

our baby and she was amazing.

*Dr. Mallory Atkis was an amazing doctor.  Her bedside manner and technical skills are excellent.  I wish she 

were staying at UVA next year so she could always be my OB.

*Dr. Ferguson & his team are outstanding!  

As a nurse of 28 years working @ a University hospital in ----, I found UVA a much more cohesive, patient 

focused health system.  *Dr. Liu was excellent knowledgeable, kind and willing to educate about my neurological 

issues.  I had been seen @ Johns Hopkins in the same week and sought *Dr. Liu for a second opinion.  He is the 

The NICU is spectacular! *Dr. Lui & staff are awesome, especially *Alison Walton!!!

Overall, I had an excellent experience in L and D and maternal care unit.  Especially excellent was my *Dr. Denise 

Young.  What an amazing physician.  I was blessed to have her in my delivery also the newly remodeled maternal 

unit is INCREDIBLE.  So spacious, comfortable and clean.  I highly recommend care @ UVA.  

*Doctor James Brown is a very good & cares about you. 



The nurses on the 4th floor was wonderful special thanks to *Alice Bradshaw, *Auria, *Brianne and all the PCA's 

and the wonderful Drs.

*Vivian was so focused and concern, she really made you feel comfortable, an at ease.  Wish I encountered more 

*Josh, *Jimmy and *Seth were great.  I couldn't ask for any better nurses than them.

 *Kristen and the occupational therapists were amazing. 

Good experiences with these CNA's *Gregory, *Grace, *Rosina, *Linda, *Chelsea W., *WANDA *Deja, *Dee *Bill 

is an EXCELLENT!  Teacher/professor and nurse! Charlie NURSE.  CNA excellent care!! #1.  MOST were 

exceptional. #2.  *Linda. #3.  *Mandy, *Mary. #4.  *Mary. #5.  *Mary *Sarah. #6.  *Laima, *Linda, *Jimmy 

*Drs. Harrington, *Munjal and *Stevenson were exceptional --  True professionals and medical knowledge was 

extraordinary; I would TRUST them to treat MY FAMILY members!

*SARAH PEASLEE needs to get a PhD in nursing she is 30 years a GREAT nurse; what a role model - what an 

example -  *Sarah is my hero!

OT's were outstanding!  *Ana, *Leonore, *Marsha were great!  *Becky was fantastic in training --  She will be 

missed!. #1.  *Misty Jefferson was wonderful! #3.  *ROSIE was great. #4.  *GREGORY was a saint in his job! 

*Mandy is a GREAT nurse.  *Bill is a TRUE PROFESSOR!!!  *Ryan is so caring; with his music video library. The 

office staff was exceptional... *Caymen *Linda and *Kathleen -  Attention to detail -  They were never in a rush -  

Always - professional; caring and transferred calls with delay --  I enjoyed dancing with *Kathleen!!!  A GREAT 

Excellent food; chef is to be praised and rewarded for his/her efforts.  *Mandy was an outstanding nurse - she is 

the real deal!  *Mary Ellen was excellent charge nurse - so professional in all ways.  

*Raymond is a true professional!  Nurses are AWESOME!  *Kylie, *Farid wonderful nurse - *Ginger; *Josh (*Linda 

top nurse) *Amber; *Veronique wonderful.  *Ashley *Mary.  (*Mary Ellen charge) nurse.  *Laima charge nurse.  

And *Brittany.   Great job for her.   *Ginger is a grab nurse and model!  *Josh is always on board with multi=tasks 

- *Kyloe is caring.  Bill's CBT sessions were incredible; he is wonderful and a true professional. *Sarah Pealee - 

only one of a kind.  She is model nurse!!!!  Get a PhD!  *Sarah.   *Aima great nurse.  *Jim is attentive!

*Drs. Munjal, *Herrington, *Stevenson *Dr. Lee and *Gill.  *Dr. Bashir and *Dr. Nguyen, and *Dr. David.  

Wonderful bedside manner, attentive to patients needs; EXTREMELY thorough and professional; TOTALLY 

dedicated to patient care - - I would recommend teams to other family members who need help in future!

Wonderful experience in OT.  I am in awe as far as projects are concerned.  They were spontaneous.  Creative 

and full of energetic proposals and projects. #1.  *Misty Jefferson is very competent and *Lenore, *Kristen - 10+. 

#3.  *Chelsea; *Grace, *Rosie. #4.  *Ana Leonore *Marsha *Becky - OT in training. *Kristen is totally amazing; her 

enthusiasm in her job is to be commended infectious laugh.

*Ryan, *Seth,  *Paul, *Graham, *Josh/*Richard were all awesome.  Made it less boring in here.

CNA *Linda Fay was particularly caring and responsive to my mother's needs - She is a strong patient advocate! 

*Linda Fay was particularly good!  Case manager was also very helpful.  #1.  Never met the social worker.  

*Dr. Vergales and *Dr. Kim and staff were absolutely amazing!!

Nurses were excellent!  *Sarah & *Caitlyn on Labor & Delivery were so attentive & supportive.  *Page on 8 

Central was very helpful & patient with me & my new baby.  Thank you!

*Dr. Lisa Hainstock was very good & listening to our concerns & questions & spending time with us answering all 

*Adrian, RN on 8 Central was very reassuring & patient with me as a new & very emotional mom!

Phenomenal nursing staff.  *Nicole Plowman was amazing with my son!

All of doctors were great to my new baby including *Dr. Patel, *Dr. McDaniel, *Dr. Kellins, and genetics doctor.

NICU consulted in delivery & afterwards, *Dr. Patel was great.

Both the doctors and the nurses were amazing and helped make an extremely scary situation better.  We were 

lucky to have amazing nurses.  (*Donna, *mark, *Bri, just to name a few - although ALL were amazing) and *Ben 

(resident?) made sure to keep us informed and genuinely cared about us & *Jacob also made sure we were 

*Jess, the child life specialist, played an integral role in making my daughter comfortable and having the process 



*Nancy, our nurse on the L and D Unit, Post Care was one of the most kind, loving, adequate care giver I have 

come across!  She was a jewel to our family!

The resident named *Steve (can't remember his last name) - him and *Dr. Lammond (I believe) were amazing to 

me. They were calm and helped calm me and explain everything!!

My son had a nurse *Melissa when moved out of PICU.  She was absolutely wonderful and understood how my 

son, who has Aspergers, needed to receive information to make him feel comfortable.

The PICU staff was incredible!  I was so scared & worried & they were always comforting & would answer all my 

questions no matter how many times we asked.  shout out to *Will!  He rocks!

NICU nurses were awesome!  Very friendly and answered all our questions - *Crystal was great!  Love how they 

let us be involved in all her "cares."

We love *Will in PICU!

All the staff is amazing but especially *Will! 

*Dr. Early, *Dr. McGrary & *Dr. Middleton were amazing!  Very attentive, let us be involved in our daughters 

*Drs. Kellams and *Hainstock were wonderful and provided excellent care of our newborn.

*Sarah Milacci was our night nurse 2 nights in a row and she was wonderful!

Had two very well rounded kind,  sweet,caring nurses caring for me & my son.  Names:  *Johannah & *Jessica.

My two nurses *Johannah & *Jessica.  They were GREAT.

*Dr. Fullerton & *Dr. Murphy wonderful doctors.  Could not have asked for a better team to deliver my son.  

I could not have asked for better staff of nurses.  We had *Nancy, *Reid, and *Jesse.  They were amazing and so 

full of love for our son and our family as well. 

I am thoroughly impressed by UVA's professionalism, commitment to quality and effective use of technology.  I 

use Mychart for communications with *Dr. Ragosta and his office.  They ALWAYS respond quickly and provide 

*Dr. Erdbruegger impressed me as a lovely, caring human being as well as a competent physician.

I have moved to Virginia coming from St. Louis MO my cardiologist there recommended I see *Dr. John Dent at 

UVA, this is my third visit.  I am very pleased with the doctor and his staff and everyone else at your institution.  

*Suzanne Cassidy at UVA - HUGE HELP to get 2 EXPENSIVE drugs to go through w/our insurance!  She has taken a 

huge weight off my shoulders!

*Dr. Albrecht and his staff are amazing.  They are dedicated and professional.  I would recommend his practice 

Love everyone, they all are very concern about my health & great teams.  Love everyone, check-in, to radiology 

teams, blood team, everybody on the third floor team, also *Dr. Rahma, _____.  They are caring dr. nurses, &...  

We continue to be impressed with the exceptional care provided by *Dr. Emily, the nurses, and *Carol at the 

front desk when we check in.

*Dr. Lewis is an excellent doctor.  You are lucky to have her.

We feel *Dr. Foff is the best!  Extremely knowledgeable & caring we feel we are in the best hands for my 

husbands care, who suffers from multiple issues.   

I have always felt lucky to have *Dr. Johnson treating me.  The receptionists need to be acknowledged as they all 

extra friendly.  Allen

*Dr. Kimpel is an especially good *Dr.  He has discovered health issues and suggested follow up w/*Dr. Jamie 

Kennedy for causes other people did not think about.  Open hear surgery rectified much of the problem & my 

family & I are so grateful for *Dr. Kimpel *Dr. Kennedy & *Dr. Gangani!  *Dr. Kimpel continues to deal w/various 

arthritis problems for me, even calling 9:30 p.m. one Thursday night to try to make me more mobile & 

I am so pleased with the patience of *Dr. Mosteanu and the thoroughness he conducts.  He always follows up - 

his staff also cares, listens.  I never feel like someone is rushing me and yet, I am taken back on time.

*Dr. Kirk is excellent.  She always takes the time to listen and address my concerns.

*Dr. Wilson is simply wonderful!



*Dr. Albrecht and his staff are absolutely awesome.  There's nothing I would change and nowhere I wouldn't 

travel to see this provider.  UVA health system is nothing short of excellent.  I am extremely pleased with my 

daughter's care!  *Dr. Gangemi, *Rebecca RN, PICU staff, everyone is awesome!

I would also like to add that the care I have received from *Dr. Zazakos (before he left) and now from *Dr. Boyer 

and his staff has been absolutely amazing!  I have had kidney cancer for over 10 years and I have no doubt that 

without their care, I would not still be here.  *Dr. Boyer goes above and beyond to keep me going and 

We absolutely love *Dr. Romness and nurse *Pat.  They are a terrific team and I completely trust them with the 

Amy is always happy to see *David.  He make her day each visit she see's him.  *David is very kind & thoughtful 

when he cares for Amy.  Thank you, Amy's mom.

The time that *Dr. Srivastava have my care, everything is good and the rest of employee is very good, respectful 

and the nurses working professionally - I'm very proud for the care that I received.

*Selena Evans has over many years been helpful and caring - very professional and explains everything to me.

*Dr. Grosh is very thorough in his 6-month exams of my melanoma history.  I appreciate his valuable time, 

thoroughness and advice.

*Dr. David Shonka has been a God send to our family. We thank God that we were able & lucky enough to have 

him as our physician. Please let him know he is greatly appreciated.

*Dr. John Gazewood is a very good doctor and a fine person.  The nurses and his staff are very good.  I do 

recommend *Dr. John Gazewood to family and friends.

I found *Dr. Densmore to be knowledgeable, supportive, and he focused on the many questions I brought.  He 

was supportive also to family members questions.  He shared test results by phone and on my chart.  I am 

confident I will... during my cancer treatment.

*Dr. Rubendall and his staff is the best.  Ever.  

*Dr. Gurrola is a wonderful doctor, he's genuinely concerned for his patients and takes his time to make sure we 

understand everything that is going on.  I always recommend him and anyone that is a part of the UVA team.

I continue to be extremely pleased with *Dr. Boyer & everyone I come into contact with the Fishersville facility.  I 

feel I am receiving the best care available - don't know that I could ask for more.

The nurses in the infusion center were excellent, in particular C______ & *Gwen.  They all were kind caring and 

helpful.  *Dr. Boyer also is an excellent provider I am glad he is my doctor.  I trust him with my care.

*Dr. Fullerton is a fine physician, well-informed and definitely current in her medical knowledge.  And she 

understands and is comfortable with the computerized medical record system.  Stoney Creek is a well-managed 

I am grateful that *Dr. Dokun has Thursday office hours in Crozet.  I live in Greenwood which is only 10 minutes 

away.  *Dr. Dokun is amazing -  He has helped me so much with my insulin dosage.

*Dr. Gonzalez was new to me.  He was professional... whom I am to have a procedure tomorrow so as to alert 

him about my present condition.  In other words, *Dr. Gonzalez went out of his way to help me.  A+.

*Nancy (Ashton) Franklin is a valuable person in my life I've seen her nearly every month for several years for 

severe depression.  I am a different, happier person who is going forward with her life since *Nancy has been a 

vital part of my health care!  I would not be at this point w/o her skill and care!

The ultra-sound tech was very nice and informative.  *Dr. Lippert and the other Dr. I saw were very competent 

When I visited *Dr. Gorsch; I felt that he would give me the best treatment & also the treated would be 

reasonable & not harsh. He was very honest & open to talk with. *Ms. Beard his assistance was the same both 

have good qualities. I would not go to anyone else due to my confidence in the staff. The nurses were great 

*Dr. Commins is a superb doctor!

*Anne Hedelt is an excellent NP/provider.  She is caring and helpful and clearly a skilled clinician.  UVA needs 

MORE *Anne Hedelts!

*Dr. Vanessa Gregg is my usual provider, *Dr. Barrett was excellent and I felt very comfortable with her.  I have 

always received excellent care at the breast cancer center. 



I could not be more satisfied with the care I have received.  *Dr. Showalter, *Carmel Nail, and the other staff 

were extremely sensitive to my needs, qualified in their roles, and courteous.  These comments also apply to the 

In my experience *Dr. Hullfish & *Dr. O are excellent.  Thank you.

As always, *Barbara Post & staff at her clinic at Northridge are the best UVA has.

There is a sensitive & very competent team in the Breast Clinic.  They work well together to assist patients to be 

informed and involved in their treatment.  *Dr. Brenin is clear & kind - has an informed and intelligent approach 

I wish every doctor and nurse's plus office staff like this office.  *Mary Chandler is the BEST.

*Dr Singla answered questions and showed x-rays of several parts of my body where bones were broken.  He 

showed magnified parts of all x-rays including that with hardware in it & showing no damage evident.  He 

showed areas in spine where damage was evident and explained damage thoroughly.  

Very pleased with the visit - *Dr. Shaffrey answered all our questions; his assistant and nurse were equally 

congenial & informative - 

*Dr. Cropley must be an excellent teacher as well as provider.  The interns/resident with him was also 

EXCELLENT - skilled at the procedures and in explanation -

*Dr. Barowitz and staff could not be better - they are amazing in all aspects of care and I am blessed to have a 

physician that is so knowledgeable and kind.

*Dr. Silvestre has the compassion of the lord, and he wants to help people feel better, he is a very understanding 

dr. who cares for his patients and helping them with their need.

*Dr. Lee is just a great person and I'm very happy I get to see her.

*Dr Norwood & staff are outstanding!

Love... *Dr. Purow.

I'm glad *Dr. Mary Vance was on *Dr. Law's team. This is the only surgery I've ever had. I tell her of my 

headaches & dizziness from the surgery and she do listen. SHe keeps an eye on the tumor left behind very 

closely. Montie is also great along with the lab crew. They are a breath of fresh air. They are gentle when dealing 

with me. They are professionals. That's the _____ to explain their servers.

*Dr. Park is great doctor.   I recommended everybody to see *Dr. Park - _____ got best *Dr. Park & *Dr. Thomas 

Brown in ORTHOPEDIC. 

*Dr. Cantrell and staff were excellent and very supportive during my pre surgery, surgery and after care.  I want 

you all to know you have a wonderful "Superwoman" working for your hospital.  If I could give an award for a 

doctor who willing to go out of her way to make the patient #1 *Dr. Cantrell has it!

*Dr. Portell is an excellent young dr.  I think the world of him. 

I was very happy with the treatment I received from *Larkin Muncaster.  I would recommend her to anyone.

*Dr. B. Gail Macik is my all time favorite dr...  She is extremely attentive to your needs and tries to be helpful in 

all way.  She is one of the most through dr. ever.  I appreciate her so much.

*Dr. Kollins & everyone in his office are amazing!!  Appointments are a joy & not an annoyance like other 

doctor's appointments.  The staff & *Dr. K are the difference!

I always have good timely appointments when I come to the cancer center.  I just love *Dr. Brenin.

I am always treated at *Dr. Schenkman's with care and concern.  I have been very pleased with my care since 

first visit and cancer disclosure in Nov. 2013.  Great care, thanks!  

  *Dr. Blake Garman is professional, caring, and listens.  I really am happy with him and hope he never leaves this 

practice.  I appreciate the time he gives me.  Thank you!!

While dealing with cancer I am so glad that I chose UVA for my treatments instead RMH.  *Dr. Duska and her 

staff treats me with respect and to me she shows me that she is really concern for me & my health.  *Dr. Duska I 

love you as my doctor keep up the (good work).

I had great experiences at the Digestive Health Clinic.  Care has been efficient and competent - I feel like I am in 

the best possible hands.  Everybody has been kind and very available especially *Dr. Copland and his nurse 



*Dr. Amauri Gonzalez is one of the finest doctors I have had in my experience with my health issue.  He in very 

easy to talk too and also listen to any of my concerns. 

Everyone has been very courteous and knowledgeable so far.  *Dr. Shayna Showalter is absolutely fabulous!  

*Jennifer Hart PA or NP - I'm sorry I can't remember which _____ @ the moment was wonderful.  *Dr. 

Christopher Campbell was fantastic.  All of teh staff at the Breast Care Center are absolutely wonderful at what 

they do & *Dr. Harvey, *Tamara Fisher, etc.  Also, the staff at *Jennifer Hart's office as well, and the Radiologists 

that performed my shoulder injections.  They treated me with the utmost respect and did a fantastic job.  Kudos 

*Dr. Nishio is a very attentive provider.  

I would recommend *Dr. Weiss, his team, and UVA to anyone.  I have had 13 surgeries in your hospital in the 

past year and half and every time has been the best experience possible.  Thank you. 

Over all, my visit more than met my expectations.  My appointment started 5 minutes early and ended 5 

minutes early.  I cannot remember the last time this happened to me.  *Dr. Loughran was easy to talk to and 

very knowledgeable.  His staff did an excellent job.  There is not anything I would recommend to change.  My 

We (my husband & I) have seen *Dr. Laurie for many years and value her care of our "aging bodies!"  She has 

always referred us to be "best" of U. VA, doctors for further care if needed.  Now that we are in our 80's the trip 

to C'ville to see each of these excellent doctors is our problem!

I was referred to *Dr. Lau by *Ramzi Haddadia, MD in Beckley, WO.  This was an excellent choice.  I have a return 

visit with *Dr. Lau in February.

The staff were all very kind and helpful  *Dr. Nass is by far the best doctor I've seen at UVA.  He took the time I 

thought I deserved to listen and fully understand my concerns, then explained my diagnosis with care and so 

that I could understand.  I felt that he truly cared for my health not only as a patient but also as a human being.

*Dr. Prol is great -

I am very please with *Amy Lieser N.P.  She is very knowledgeable & concern with me.

*Dr. Barrett has an ability to listen to me and help me understand what was happening to me.  I would highly 

Everything was just fine, from day one.  *Dr. Schroen always concerned and kind.  I do not have any complaints.

I was going to another primary care doctor who did not send me for test - acted as tho my problems were not 

important.  When I found *Dr. Kimberly Dowdell I was so happy.  She helps me with my illnesses.  She even got 

the test to help me find out what was wrong and I'm so thankful.  Because I was in a lot of pain.  *Dr. Dowdell 

and her staff are excellent!  They are professional and kind.  They helped me.  I've been so ill and *Dr. Dowdell 

found out what was wrong and helped with test and medication.  I recommend her to anyone.  I feel much 

better about my well being - They all worked together to make me feel safe and that my issues were taken care 

As always I was treated like I was a special person - *Dr. Keeley is such a caring person.

*Dr. Whitehurst is well respected in this community. He shows great concern for me & my well-being. I listen to 

him, I do what he says & I'm a lot healthier now at 74 yrs young than I was in my 60's - just because he listens. 

*Dr. Goldman reassured me as a patient, consulted w/her for a 2nd op for MS. Nurse *Peggy is wonderful very 

efficient as cares for her patients. The intern working with *Dr. Goldman at the time of my visit was very 

This was a routine 6 mo. check up, but a medical problem had just come up.  We discussed it with *Dr. Cheng 

and he ordered a test that same visit.  When results were available, he ordered Rx to take care of the issue.  His 

nurse, *Sandy, is wonderful!  She is so professional & caring.  The receptionist, *Cindy, is also a blessing!  I never 

hesitate to call the office if I have a question regarding my father's care.  (He is 91 years old with some 

I use "MyChart UVA" which is very good.  I can ask a questions or reorder my medications.  I always get an 

answer from *Helen Molnar NP.  She is very open to any questions I have and gets back with me quickly.  I enjoy 

*Dr. Bailey is the best.

*Dr. Green is great! Her really cares.

*Dr. Yu is a great doctor.  No nonsense, she tells it as she sees it.  She listens very well and is very proficient at 

*Dr. Login is the best doctor I have ever had.  He exemplifies what every doctor should strive to be.



*Dr. Statuta is the best doctor I have interacted with at UVA.  She was friendly, thorough, and made me feel like I 

was her only patient of the day.  She took her time to help me feel better and even when I was trying to 

minimize my symptoms.  She encouraged me to have blood work to get to the bottom of my pain.  I would see 

her every time if I could and wouldn't hesitate to refer anyone to her.

Very happy with all care I received at the UVA!  Special thanks to *Dr. Campbell!

I would always recommend University Physicians Group based on my long-time experience - with my physician 

there, *Dr. John MacKnight.  He is genuinely interested in my health/healthcare.  He listens and gives good 

advice and always recommends what is best care for me - I totally trust him for my health care -

We love Miranda's doctor (*Dr. Isbell) and the entire staff.

*Nancy Franklin is the BEST.  Also her nurse *Yvonne.  I could NOT do without them.  

*Dr. Sutphen has always been a kind, courteous, and thorough doctor.

*Dr. Park is the best thing since sliced bread.  The man is WONDERFUL!

*Dr. Halpern was wonderful.  I contacted her via email that my daughter's therapist felt an urgent need for 

hospital care for _____ and *Dr. Halpern made us an appointment for the next day to get the tests needed for 

admittance.  Both she and *Judy Taylor ( UVA teen health ) were arranging in their care for my daughter.  They 

*Dr. Hatter goes above his duties as a physician.  I have a lot of paperwork that was to be filled out throughout 

the year.  He never hesitates to fill out and answers all my questions.

I am very pleased with the Neurology Clinic at UVA.  I am especially pleased with *Dr. Gwathmey and *Ms 

Eggleston.  They go above and beyond to help me with anything I ask.  Both of them rate a "10" in my eyes.

*Dr. Bowman is the greatest!

Having known *Dr. Christopher only one year, with confidence *Dr. Christopher is the best (and my favorite) of 

all doctors & have met in my 83 years of life. 

*Dr. Southerland is great!

*Dr. Deal and her staff are exemplary!

*Dr. Christopher Campbell is one of the finest doctors I have had the opportunity to know.  He is superbly skilled, 

but also has the ability to communicate everything to the patient.  He takes whatever time is necessary 

(according to the patient's perspective, not the doctor's - which can be a big difference) to make the patient 

understands what's happening, options, and what is to come.  *Dr. Campbell always knows my full medical 

information, so I never feel like one of many, but rather a unique patient.  I simply cannot say enough positive 

things about *Dr. Campbell and his entire team.  UVA is lucky to have *Dr. Campbell as one of its physicians.

*Dr. Cantrell is a wonderful dr. & person.  She made me & my husband feel very comfortable & put us @ ease 

w/the results of what was going on.  She made us feel much better about the situation - Very kind.  & 

I want your group to know Dr. *Hong & Dr. *Jone J. work very well as a team. They are caring and very thorough 

doctors. My husband and I are both so grateful for Dr. *Jone * Dr. *Hong. I am thankful I am having my surgeries 

The staff is excellent. *Dr. Hong & *Dr. Jane Jr. are just totally excellent and I am blessed to have these 2 doctors 

and their staff they over see.  Your health is #1 priority and you are cared for with the most respect & medical 

practice one could receive.  Excellent office personnel especially M____.

*Dr. Rubendall is financial at what he does.  UVA is very lucky to have him.  He is very understanding of patient 

needs and listens to what they have to say.

I traveled 700+ miles 3 times to get this valuable treatment from *Dr. Aaron Freilich.  And it was well worth 

every mile and time traveled.  I would do it again. 

We are fortunate to hve "Hope Center" in Farmville!  *Dr. Wolf and his staff are all very professional in every 

way!  I served on the board at Southside Community Hospital for 37 years.  I am extremely pleased with the 

*Dr. Patterson and her staff was absolutely a joy to be around.  She is very open and friendly.  Her honesty 

concerning my situation was very welcoming.  She is adorable & most professional at the same time. 

Wonderful experience meeting *Dr. Shami and staff. Very professional and knowledgeable - would refer family 

and friends. The whole UVA experience was great.



*Dr. Dalkin explained my situation in terms I could finally understand.  He is the first dr. that I have seen for my 

thyroid that really listened to me.  I appreciate being able to see him as a patient.

*Dr. Grice is a true professional.  Provided treatment regimen that gave patient relief to daughter's (Carol Anne) 

back.  Extraordinary physician.  Knowledgeable, friendly, down-to-earth and a true asset to the UVA team.

*Dr. Lin & staff are so wonderful & nice love, love them.  Kind hearted and very professional.

*Mrs. Brenin is a very kind, friendly, compassionate lady.  I think very highly of her and recommend her to 

everyone.  Job well done.

In ten years, there hasn't been any problem, I love *Dr. Voss a very good doctor. 

I have been extremely happy with care I have received from *Dr. Pudhorodsky and the staff.  

Thank to *Dr. Belew getting to clinic - Doctor - Appointment in two week time all working together.  Thank to all.  

*Dr. Anderson always listens to my concerns and takes time to research any problems I am having - She is the 

My memory loss is such a big issue.  So for (2 years) a have not seen much improvement.  It is the names of 

people in the past and also present.  I am comfortable doing everything else I need to do.  *Dr. Foff is 

*Dr. Solenski was great in letting me know what was going on and what they could do.  Very helpful easy to 

Thank you to *Chad for his excellent care & so nice.

I am looking forward to see my doctors soon.  August 31 & Oct. 7th - *Dr. David Brenin also *Dr. Christine 

11/29/15 *Dr. Santen was out of the country.  He however phoned me to set up all things necessary to provide 

me with my ______ shot and provided me when to call him back if his arrangements did not work.  Everything 

worked as planned with his nurse and supporting lab.  Staff I am totally satisfied. 

*Gretchen Banker was wonderful - very caring & professional.

All of the doctors at Culpeper Pediatrics are amazing!  *Connie in particular is an excellent communicator and 

she is very thorough.  She deserves a raise.

I love *Dr. Weiss.  He made me feel so at ease about everything he was doing.

*Thomas Loughran has been my supervision oncologist for almost 10 years.  I value his compassion, knowledge, 

understanding and patience.  I pray for him and his research team who are involved in ground breaking efforts.  

It must be tiring and often unappreciated.  I am so grateful, as is my family, for his supervision of my care.  

My wife will see *Dr. Russell on Oct. 12, 2015.  Very, very, very , nice dr. and staff. 

*Dr. Reid saw me, at my request, on short notice.  My 94 yr. old mother now had the same experience of 

"getting in quickly" to see him when our doctor was full.  I appreciate *Dr. Reid & _____ Primary Care.  

This was my first consul with *Dr. Vranic.  It was very satisfactory.  Thank you.  

*Dr. Roeder, was a very good Dr., she was very kind to me and I was there for a follow up visit and she was very 

thorough with my office visit.  I appreciate her and I would recommend her to anyone.  

I receive treatment from the Neurology Clinic for Parkinson disease.  I visit every 6 months now.  I had been 

coming once a year for the past 14 years.  Experiences have been positive.  This was the first time to see *Dr. 

*Dr. DeVincentis is a very patient doctor.  She listens to all our concerns and has led us the right path.  We 

couldn't be happier than having her as a physician.

Congrats to *Dr. Goodman, *Dr. Cui, *Dr. Williams for their time and efforts "to find" me after the surgeries.  

Thanks to *Dr. Browne calling me at home.  

Always thankful to see *Dr. MacKnight and his staff - I'm followed every 6 months and he and his staff are 

awesome - very respectful of how I feel with regard to my medical issues and supports me and encourages me in 

things to do diet and health wise to maintain my health. 

*Dr. Kenneth Leone showed me respect & that he was concerned.

We are very pleased w/the walk in sick clinic in the morning.  *Dr. Isbell is usually who we see there.  She's great.

Excellent nursing support from *Katie Heck & *Dr. Kellams!  

*Dr. Lewis is wonderful!  Responsive and caring.  So is *Suzanne, her nurse - 

*Stephanie McNerney was so wonderful - She had such a friendly disposition & really made us feel comfortable.  

Excellent provider.



*Dr. Jaffe is an excellent physician!

*Dr. Aarat Patel and his staff are excellent!

*Dr. Kozower is highly skilled in her professional and has excellent human skills.  He is a very caring person.

*Dr. Fernandez is very personable and always receptive to questions or concerns.

*Dr. Prum office treated us the best that could be.  Thank you.  

In all respects *Dr. Gwathmey is among the very best physician I have ever experienced.  He is an awesome 

I thought *DR McMahon was very friendly and knowledgeable. If i need further treatment on my problem, I will 

call him. Very well liked by my family.

*Dr Douvas was amazing! He explained everything w/ my cancer & learned about me and my family. He spent a 

long time explaining to me what to expect.

My mother is literally a NEW PERSON after *Dr. Olsakovsky restored her sight. It is truly a MIRACLE. I believe 

mom will live a much longer life now. She has hope, energy, and a new lease on life. Prior to the surgery, when 

she was almost blind, I believe she was near giving up on life. She was depressed, hopeless, and had... 

whatsoever. May God bless all of you for all that you do for people! You are truly servants of God.

I love *Dr. Cantrell and have had only very positive experiences in her practice.

*Karen Finke is a very caring doctor, easy to talk to, and keeps my problem under control.  She is a top notch 

*Debra Morley is very efficient; returns calls in a timely manner.  Is aware of my daughter as an individual is 

familiar with her, history & needs medically, gets needed items ASAP.  She has taken time to sit with her and 

speak to her as an individual.  I am so impressed with her as a person & a nurse.  *Dr. Fountain is knowledgeable 

*Dr. Daniero is an excellent physician, very personable, caring and professional.  UVA is very fortunate to have 

*Cindy was very helpful, carefully explaining what to expect during & after scheduled procedure. *Cindy helped 

me to feel confident & comfortable with my decision.  

Receptionist *Dee was extremely knowledgeable and helpful. Everyone I dealt with was nice, friendly, and 

*Michelle Beard is one of the best providers I've had.  The office staff, nurses & other employees are very 

professional and ____. The facility is comfortable and most adequate. 

*Susan Pollart is an extraordinary physician.  She went out of her way to visit my _____ and me when he was in 

UVA Hospital for emergency surgery.  She has been taking excellent care of us both for the past 15 years.  Best 

*Dr. Blackhall has been my palliative care doctor since early 2000 she is one of the most sincere doctors I've ever 

had for my server pain problems.  UVA is very lucky to have her and I hope you all will do your best to keep her.

*Dr. K. Bilchick is by all means, the most caring dr. I have seen.  The whole staff was way above what I expected.  

I would like to thank all of them.  Daniel L. Conner

*Dr. K. Bilchick and all of his team were the best I have ever been to.  Far more than I expected.  I would like to 

say thank you to all of them.  Daniel Conne

*Dr. Schenk diagnosed my problem that other doctors had failed to do he performed surgery that resolved the 

problem!  I have not had any post operative complications.  *Dr. Schenk is the physician that all drs. strive to be.

Everyone was very nice and friendly and "*Dr. Smith is an excellent surgeon.

*Dr. Malhotra is a very competent, caring physician.

This doctor was my surgeon and she did an outstanding job.  This visit was a follow-up visit, and the hospital 

made the appointment for me.  *Dr. Yarboro is a doctor that is concern about her patients.

I like the service I receive at UVA. *Dr. Shu-Man Fu is very professional and knowledgeable about lupus and has 

helped my situation get better. I trust his decisions that he makes when it comes to my health. Thank you *Dr. 

Fu for all you have done for me.

*Dr. Helenius is knowledgeable and personable and takes time to discuss health-rated decisions.  I have 

recommended her to others.

*Dr. Russell and the assistant were great - communicated very clearly and effectively & let me know what to 

expect.  I think the communication stills were among the best I've experienced as a patient.  Thanks to this team!

*Dr. Parente is excellent.



I am a retired pediatric... in Western NC.  I could go anywhere for my care but I am impressed by *Kathleen 

Hayden and her nutritionist colleague.  They are highly competent, interested in my circumstances and 

I have known *Kim Leake since I first saw *Dr. Douvas nearly 10 yrs. ago.  She has always been very helpful.  I 

saw her this day because *Dr. Douvas was off.  She was very thorough with examination & knowledgeable about 

my multiple myeloma & treatments. 

This was the second time we'd seen *Dr. Potter and we received excellent care on both occasions.  She was 

knowledgeable, caring and had a good report with my teenage son.  If we have to return, our hope is that she 

I've only been with *Dr. Singer for a little over a year and we have managed to re-evaluate each of the 4 

prescriptions I take both for whether they are necessary and, if so, at what dosage.  I feel like *Dr. singer has 

done a really good job at tailoring my health care to my personal needs and provided specific, clear advice.  I'm 

Just thankful for having UVA - Hospital in the state I live - *Traci Hedrick is a great surgeon, and has a great team 

I feel *Dr.Seaton is very thorough during my exams/visits and listens to my health concerns. He is very 

knowledgeable and shares that with me. 

Everything went well.  I like *Dr. Shine a good doctor...

We were pleased to see *Dr. Charlton again.

Was told *Dr. Pudhorodsky will be retiring soon.  Hopefully you will find someone as good as he treats his 

patients.  Your new offices are very nice and comfortable. 

I have had multiple procedures performed at different places in the past 5-10 years.  My experience at the UVA 

Hospitals exceeded all others in pleasantness, warmness and expertness.  *Dr. Kern and his whole surgical and 

hospital care was exceptional.  I can't conceive of it being any better.

The nurse was very kind & considerate and efficient.  The doctor *Dr. Reid was nice and knowledgable.

My daughter, Grace, is a newborn.  We are new to the Virginia area & needed to select a physician for her.  We 

couldn't have selected a better provider.  *Dr. White is fantastic!

*Dr. Smith is amazing.  He got the nurse to contact our health insurance & get my procedure approved while I 

was there.  He always takes time with me.  He & *Dr. Wilder are exceptional.

Since 2004 *Dr. James Mangram and his staff, along with the device clinic, have taken my health issues dealing 

with my heart to highest levels so I can enjoy my life!

*Dr. Kennedy is an excellent professional who is kind, caring and generous with her time.  When discuss my 

health care *Dr. Kennedy is always attentive and concerned for my well-being.

*Dr.  Romness, as well as Nurse *Pat, always make my son seem like their #1 priority, no matter how long it's 

been since we've seen them!  Always attentive and friendly.  We're very lucky to have found them!

We went to talk about my daughters anxiety with school.  *Dr. Simmons was AWESOME!!  Gave us wonderful 

reading material & tools to help cope/deal with her anxiety.  It was like a weight had been lifted from my 

*Dr. Andrea Courtney, is the best dr. we have had we hate to see her go.  Family practice will lose a lot of 

patience when she leave.  We don't want her to leave.

Really liked *Dr. Park.  Very caring.

*Dr. Stevenson is an excellent provider.  He shows true professionalism and respect at every visit.  We greatly 

appreciate having him as a care provider.

*Dr. Houpt was exceptional during my visit.  He unhurriedly answered all my questions, sharing his expertise & 

advice for my medical problem. An outstanding visit I thought did not exist anymore in todays world of medicine, 

not because doctors are not good, but because there is very little time spent with the patient. 

I actually say *Maheswari Murugesan & not *Dr.Mangrum which was fine with me. 

My experience is always a a great one.  The staff is very patient and kind.  *Dr. D'Sousa is the nicest, sweetest 

doctor I've ever had.  She always listens and helps me with any problems I have.

I am so pleased with the care I have received that another family member is _____ *Dr. Gaughn as their 

*Dr. Morgan, residents & all other staff have all been very respectful, helpful & knowledgeable.

I came here for a second opinion and felt very comfortable with *Dr. Brenin and chose him for my surgery.



I have been Drs. *Smith, *Wheeler, and *Gray.  They, as well as all support staff, were great.

*Dr. Anneke Schroen, and *Dr. Carmel Nail and all the staff at the Breast Center at University of Charlottesville 

*Dr. Clebak is an excellent doctor.  He is very knowledgeable and informative.  He makes you very comfortable.  

*Dr. Barrett is a very caring physician and very responsive to the patients needs. 

I went for help & got it w/*Dr. Trowbridge.  She's very pleasant, respectful & accommodating.

*Dr. Shirley was so thorough and kind during a very scary time for our family.  I am so thankful that she is our 

doctor and that she cares so much.  I really feel that she went above and beyond.  (So did our daughter's 

Have been pt of *Dr Geilker for many years. She is great! North Ridge is a nice place for a visit.

 *Dr. Radigan & the entire hand center staff are consummate professionals - and a lot of fun as well.  They are 

I love Stoney Creek Family Practice & *Dr. McCarter & the others.

I couldn't ask for a more knowledgeable physician than *Dr. Escanellas!  That's why I come to see him all the way 

from North Carolina!!  I was very happy to complete your survey.  A+++ to *Dr. Escanellas & his staff!

I value *Dr. Anderson expertise and knowledgeable.  She has done a lot for Sam and is very patient with our 

questions & emails.  Thank you.

*Dr. Gibson is a first class physician!

All treatments were excellent- have absolutely faith in *Dr. Bauman.

I have given *Dr. Pearson the highest marks because he deserves them - he is outstanding.

Very satisfied and happy to have *Dr. Gaughan as my doctor since the retirement of *Dr. Weiss.

I could not be happier with *Dr. Heald and his staff.  The pre-appointment procedure is very efficient and the 

medical care is superb.

At Forest Lakes UVA you have a woman working that is tops when it comes to service, respect, compassion - Her 

first name is *Gail! 

When my usual provider was out several months on maternity leave, I had a problem with irregular heart beat & 

it was upsetting -  *Dr. Somerville was my doctor for those few months and took care of referring me to 

Cardiology and juggling some of my meds.  I was impressed with his level of care and felt very comfortable with 

*Dr. Wolf, and all that have cared for me at the HOPE Center are extraordinary.  Their concern and compassion 

are genuine.  The journey that I have taken is definitely not by choice, however, has opened unlimited avenues 

to bless others the way *Dr. Wolf and staff have blessed me.  Our prayers are with them daily.

*Dr. Williams and his team are amazing!  The entire facility is amazing.  I am blessed. 

I always have a good visit with *Dr. MacKnight.  He always addresses all my concerns & takes plenty of time with 

me.  Most of all I have complete trust in him and have had him for many years.  He's very kind & considerate 

about my health and all aspects of my daily life.  I would say he's the best doctor I've ever had and most of all I 

*Dr. Janet Lewis & *Dr. Diane Mosteneau always take the time to listen carefully to me & answer my questions.

*Dawn Howell was most attentive & listened/answered all my questions/comments.

*Dr. Macik is an excellent doctor.  Spends the necessary time to explain everything to me.  I am lucky to have 

All my doctor's appointments have been very professional, with utmost courtesy.  Would definitely recommend 

*Dr. Geilker is a great caring doctor.  I am very satisfied with all the services I receive at their offices!

I'm looking forward to having my procedure done by *Dr. Hendrick in the new year, she was very easy to talk to 

about all my concerns. 

*Dr. Shimmer was super good!  I've given his name to at least three people.

*Dr. Ballew is knowledgeable, friendly and thorough.  He always gives careful consideration and suggests a well 

thought out treatment plan.  On regular check ups he is thorough and on occasion, has found and headed off a 

*Dr. Bowman is excellent dr.  So helpful, knowledgeable and makes sure you understand your health situation.

*Kim Drewry is excellent & very personable!  She is knowledgeable of breast cancer!  *Kim is one of the main 

reasons I drive from Harrisonburg, VA to UVA rather than going to local cancer center!!

This was my first visit to *Dr. Jenkins.  It is hard to judge a person the first time but I think I will like him - The first 

appointment I had at Zions Cross Roads was with *Dr. Saloman.



*Jennifer Prol was very professional and personal.  She took plenty of time for my check-up, it was a pleasure to 

I absolutely love *Dr. E.   He's very knowledgeable and kind.  I feel very safe with the UV doctors.

I cannot say enough good things about this UVA clinic or Beam Lave in Augusta County.  They have all been 

wonderful to me.  *Dr. Ferguson is the best and giving, who checks my pacemaker, are tops.

*Jennifer Prol is a good person to talk to about my medicines, and other tests (blood work) (lab).

*Dr. Ryan Smith discussed my concerns in enough detail to comfort me.

*Dr. Ghanta is wonderful! The staff in ICU and 4 west are great. We felt we received best care possible. Everyone 

went way beyond the call of duty. Everyone extremely knowledgeable. Thanks!!!

I have been coming to UVA for years, and always have great care.  *Dr. John Voss has been my doctor for at least 

25 years, and my husband, for a year before he passed away, 2008.  He had the utmost respect for *Dr. Voss and 

*Dr. Craig Slingluff is an excellent surgeon.

The orthopedic clinic staff goes out of their way for a positive clinical experience.  I am grateful *Dr. Thomas 

Brown cares for my orthopedic needs.  Since my orthopedic needs are complicated I ask that only he will do 

surgery on me and he complies - for that I'm grateful.

I clearly love the Forrest Lakes team.  *Dr. Bentley Calhoun was my primary for as long as I went there which was 

I have a severe disability and *Dr. Early always talks directly to me and listens to my concerns.  I have a trach and 

sometimes it is not easy to understand me.

*Kathleen is very competent - she knows her business.  Good office presence and relates well to patients.  I 

would recommend her to anyone!!

Visit to *Dr. Heim was excellent.  He addressed the issue for the visit my concerns and referred me to a PT for 

*Dr. Yarborough was exceptional!  He personally called me to keep me updated on my dad's progress & overall 

condition.  He was genuinely involved & concerned.

*Dr. Wong is always very helpful respectful and a wonderful doctor.

 *Dr. Bargmann is a excellent doctor.  

*Dr. Russell and his team were helpful, courteous friendly, professional.  Excellent team!!!  Thank you.

*Dr. Laurie is an excellent doctor.  Her staff is very positive and friendly.  I regularly recommend her practice.

*Dr. Slingluff and his staff are wonderful, knowledgeable, caring, and helpful.  One could not hope to have more 

compassionate experienced caregivers.  I consider the team a true blessing in my life.

I have been exceedingly happy with my healthcare providers at UVA. While normally in excellent health, one 

year ago this month I found out I had breast cancer - quite a shock! My team of *Showalter, *Dillon, *Campbell, 

and *Reardon have been tremendous! I would highly recommend all of them!

Experience was very good.  Hope the residents and interns working with *Dr. Park learn to be as good as he is.  I 

trust his competence completely, and he is also very good with communication and I felt respected by him.

The front desk always greets me & treat me so nicely.  I have a very soft voice & the gang always listen - 

Christian, nurse's *Hilda, *Carol, *Ang, - making sure I get my appts, set up & can combine appts. to get a shot & 

*Dr. Hates is a wonderful eye doctor.  I have been going to him for about 3 years.  I get injections in my eyes and 

have kept my _______.  I have recommended him to several people, who also like him. 

*Robyn Halsey was a pleasure!  She has class, knowledge, and kindness.

My contact each week for 3 months with *Dr. Gray, *India & *Suzette was was exceptionally pleasant & very 

#2.  Is confusing - I see *Amy Radigan & *Dr. Chhabra for hand issues always.  *Amy is the BEST, most attentive 

and knowledgeable PA I have ever met.  *Dr. C. is also excellent - my hand surgery was 3 days ago, hence the 

*Amy Radogan is wonderful.  Reception staff is gracious.  The hand therapist (*Kathy Riley I think) was the best - 

great exercises for ______.

*Dr. Tracci and her staff are just wonderful!

*Dr. Bergen & his staff are exceptional in their professional and caring attitude.

I have been a patient of *Dr. Bergin's for many years and have ALWAYS received the best of care and 

I have no bad experienced when I visit *Dr. Kern's office.  The whole staff is great.



Received the best care at UVA & *Dr. Daniero than any hospital I have been in.

*Dr. Landes was a kind empathetic & professional physician.  He listened to my concerns, was very thorough in 

his examination.  I was very confident knowing his expertise in my particular medical condition & his 

recommendations for treatment.  Any questions I had he responded in a timely fashion, he is mature & patient.

*Mark Shaffrey was so good he listen and answer all my questions.  When I went back he had pulled my records 

*Seki Balogun & _____ associated staff are super! We have never been so thoroughly satisfied - my wife & I - 

with our HC provider!

*Dr. Singh is a superb cardiologist and healthcare provider - a superficial survey such as this does not adequately 

describe his skills or quality of patient interaction.

(This survey is too long.)  *Dr. Purow, *Susan Molnar (sp.?), *Christy Gles, *Amanda Lane, *Dr. Zukas (sp.?) all 

*Dr. (Ms.) Kirzhner is delightful person and so up beat.  A pleasure to be her patient.

*Dr. Mosteanu is so nice and understanding.  He is so caring about me as his patient.

*Dr. Alan Dalkin is the very BEST!!

*Dr. Evans is one of the country's top endocrinologists.  UVA is lucky to have his knowledge, experience, and 

*Dr. Douvas has been my doctor 5 or 6 years.  I believe he is more patient, involved & concerned than any other 

doctor I have had in the past.  

First visit with *Dr. Rahma & I was very happy with how he took time for me most doctors always seem like they 

just want to get out of the room.  He did not do that.

*Dr. Foff is the best!

Very happy with *Dr. Jessica James and her staff.

*Dr. Russell is an extremely capable and competent doctor.  Very compassionate and understanding.

I loved the care and treatment from UVA Spine, *Rosemary Tyler, PA, did a great job with my back pains.

I always have an encouraging & helpful visit with my doctor.  *Dr. McKnight is a wonderful listener, advisor, 

caring doctor whom I have a lot of respect for.  Always feel he does what is best for my health as I have had 

temporal arteritis & have been on Prednisone for 3 years.

I feel so blessed to have *Dr. Reid as my doctor.  He listens, he cares for my whole family we truly love him very 

*Dr. Wooten is wonderful and shows genuine care and concern for me and my wife.  

*Dr. Shen & nurse *Abbey were excellent and all the staff were very helpful!  Job well done.

*Barb... has been my PCP for 20 yrs. she & Community Medicine are as good as it gets.  I recommend them all 

*Dr. M. Green is an exceptional G.P.  Kind, caring, attentive to my medical issues.  He also refers me to great 

specialists when I needed surgery for my knee and hernia problems.

I have been seeing *Dr. Potter of Rheumatology.  He is a very considerate and caring dr.  I am looking forward to 

other visits to help me through the pain I have been feeling.  I believe he is the best dr. for my situation.  I have 

*Dr. Mosteanu is a real asset to UVA.  His intervention on my behalf saved my life earlier this year.

*Dr. MacKnight is irreplaceable and always direct, honest, cheerful and caringly listens to my concerns.

This is my second visit after having been a patient of *Dr. Sinpoor for the past twenty years.  I found *Dr. Buda 

and his staff very professional and cordial. 

I have been *Dr. Heald's for over 6 yrs.  He is a great dr.  "The gold standard."

*Chabbra is the bomb diggity!  Thank you!

 I am happy with the care I recently received from *Dr. John Gazewood.  I think he is a fine doctor.  

I have been diagnosed with MDS and go to the UVA Hope Center in Fishersville, VA for chemo, etc.  *Dr. Grosh 

diagnosed the disease and recommended the treatment.  Both *Dr. Grosh and the entire staff at Hope have 

gone far beyond my expectations and he treatment was on spot correct and is working!

I'm very pleased with *Christine & she seems concerned for my condition & involves me in the process of my 

care.  Very knowledgeable, including regarding Rx meds - 



An a health care person, pharmacist, I'm a fairly good judge of other providers in service that I've come to 

expect.  *Dr. Shaffrey's office and the neurosurgery department at the Univ. of VA get my highest endorsement.  

Thank you for this opportunity to express my gratitude. 

 *Dona, she is super, explains everything fully, listens and shows real concern.  Don't know what I would do if I 

couldn't see *Donna for check ups.

*Dr. Brandy Patterson excellent medical provider- very caring- concern about any medical that I have. I feel free 

to express my health concerns.

I have been a patient of *Dr. Pollart for most 20-25 years.  She is the best.

Great questions!  A lot of time spent to make these questions fit a lot of applications.  Good job!  *Dr. Prum is 

The second time I met *Dr. Trowbridge I had just lost my husband 2 days before, she was compassionate and 

sympathetic she showed a lot of concern for me and my problems that I was dealing with.  She holds a special 

place in my heart for her loving concern.  

I feel confident *Dr. John Davidson and his staff are well suited in what their jobs require them to do.  I come 

away with relief on my health static's, feeling they did the best.  I will keep going there unless they give to me 

I see *Dr. Anneke Schroen each year. She and *Carmella and the people in this office are superb experts at what 

*Dr. Rubendall has been giving me excellent care in the time I have been his patient.  I recommend him whole 

I'm very please with *Dr. Elizabeth Sullivan, I MAY BE going back to my home - Youngstown Ohio, I would like to 

take her to serve in our patient care provider, at NorthSide Hospital, Family Practice 500 G_____ Lane thank you.

*Amy is great! 

We love Northridge Pediatrics!  *Dr. Ranney is one of the best doctors we know - and we know a lot of doctors!  

She always takes the time she needs to make a thoughtful diagnosis or referral.  We have been a patient at 

*Dr. Kirk is an amazing provider.  She takes her time and makes it feel as though I'm not being rushed.  She asked 

not only questions about my health but questions about life in general.

I highly value all my appointments with *Charlene Exline.  *Charlie fully explains the exam results.

Excellent care from *Dr. Garmon.

*Dr. Donton was and is the absolute most caring, understanding and considerate, upright and knowledgeable 

doctor a person could possibly ask for.  $1 in my book.

*Dr. Abuannadi was the most prepared with knowledge of my health situation than any doctor/provider & I have 

I have great praise for the transplant team (heart) @ UVA the team have all for there for me.  *Dr. Bergin @ 

UV can not be beat!  We were very pleased with Dr's. staff from parking to surgery.  I will be telling my story to 

everyone.  15 months we tried to find out what was wrong with my husband.  One visit to *Dr. Helm Helm & he 

fixed his problem with a shunt & an diagnosis of NPH 

*Dr. Garmon is an excellent fit for me.  Competent, careful, efficient, friendly.  Hope he continues as my primary 

health care provider for a very long time.  I trust his advice.

*Dr. Gravatte has been my primary care physician for more than 25 years during which he has provided excellent 

health care, professional advice and appropriate and timely recommendations and referrals. 

*Dr. Uthlaut has always been a thoughtful & thorough advocate for patient health.  He does not say away 

complicated cases and is persistant in ensuring patient understanding of how best to live a healthy life.  *Dr. 

Uthlaut is undoubtedly one of the best physicians in the world!

*Sula is fantastic!!

*Dr. Sheehan and his team were excellent in every way.

We are very happy with *Dr. Cooper.  I have recommended him to a couple people.

*Suzanne Cassidy is an excellent doctor.  I love going to her each time.  She shows us respect and plays with 

*Jason even when he isn't in the best of moods.  She is an excellent person and I would recommend her to 

someone else also.  UVA is a terrific hospital/doctor and I am happy with my decision when I choose it.  Thank 

you UVA welcomes you with open arms.  And shows so much love and respect!



*Dr. Isbell and all other providers I have at UVA are superior and personable compared to other health providers 

I have had.  They are excellent medically - I am also impressed with the residents.

*Dr. Kyin has been extremely helpful with follow-up care by physician messaging since I am out-of-state.  I am 

impressed with his level of dedication.

Provider *Katherine Jaffe always gives her total attention to me and my medical needs when I see her at regular 

intervals.  I am informed about my care & the meds that I receive.  She proceeds with MY person in mind.  She 

allows me SPACE to proceed with alternate care if I request it.

*Dr. Seaton is a wonderful dr.

I have been a patient of *Dr. Ballew for about 20 years.  He is very caring and friendly - he is one of the best - he 

has helped to keep alive.  I'm 85 years young.

*Dr. Vollmer is articulate, personable, respectful, an excellent teacher about the spine...  He makes you 

comfortable _____.  He is honest, forthright, and extremely knowledgeable.  *Louise, his nurse/assistant is a 

*Dr. Geilker provided the most compassionate and efficient care for me, thanks.

During more than 2 years, before I came to visit doctor E Trowbridge, I had  big pains in my pelvis.  I felt myself 

unevitably, and off full value person.  I endured physical and mentally, close to depression. During visit to 

*Doctor E Trowbridge, she solved all my problems in some minutes - like wonder-worker in fairy tale! She 

explained me all questions, even asked of my opinion! I left her office with wide mile on my face... how past 

more 1 month nice this visit.  I haven't any pain, any discomfort! I'm very thankful to doctor *Elisa T for high 

qualification, her patience and love to her job and patients. Thanks to achievements of American scientists, new 

technologies on medical treatments of gynecological and all diseases. God bless America and my dear *Doctor 

The University of Virginia Medical Center has excellent physicians.  *Dr. Erdbruegger is one of them.  She has my 

I am very THANKFUL to *Dr. Brown & his team as he was the only doctor that would operate on 87 yr. woman in 

a lot of pain.  I have as good left hip & NO PAIN.  WONDERFUL FEEING, many thanks.

Our experience was highly satisfactory.  I liked that *Dr. Albrecht called me with the results of our newborn's 

*Dr. Snustad and her staff are one of the best medical providers I have ever visited.  Very compassionate and 

I see Dr. *Noland quarterly for skin checks. Drs. *Russell & *Park have worked on my nose and ear. The staff is 

  Kudos to *Dr. Smith in Urology.

*Dr. Gwaltney and staff are wonderful!  Couldn't ask for a better doctor!

I had a very friendly annual visit *Ms. Drewry was very thoughtful & thorough. 

LOVE coming to U.Va. for appointments.  Always so organized and never as long of a wait as in Lyneburg for 

doctor's appointments.  *Dr. Lewis and her assistant are always willing to take as much time with me as needed.  

SO thorough in their exams.

*Dr. Beth Jaeger-Landis I recommend her to everyone!

*Dr. Macik is an excellent dr. & also staff is very good.

Understanding that my provider, *Dr. Damewood, is a statistics oriented practitioner - it was refreshing to 

understand the good and bad possibilities related to my current health.  Some might find *Dr. Damewoods 

approach a bit negative but I found it very helpful in making decisions for my future healthiness.

*Dr. McCarter has been my primary care physician for 22 years & value this relationship very highly and credit 

him & his excellent care & concern a great deal for my current health condition.  This condition enables me at 

my age (late 80's) to continue such things as play golf several times per week, ski, do much of my yard work & 

home maintenance.  Him, his staff & facilitation are first rate.

*Dr. Salomon and his staff are top notch!  I was treated with the utmost respect and professionalism - my whole 

family has changed primary care management to *Dr. Salomon because of my experience with him.  Thank you 

I feel *Dr. Grosh and his medical staff are one of the best in the state of VA.  *Dr. Grosh and I have a good 

rapport and I feel I can talk to him about anything.  *Dr. Grosh cares bout his patients and is very knowledgeable 

about his field of medicine.  I feel he is a good friend and great doctor and I am fortunate to have him treatment 

*Jaime is very good dr. & I think a lot of him.   Good at explaining things to you.



*Dr. McLaughlin is terrific - He is a wonderful dr.  The staff at the clinic is also outstanding.  I feel lucky to have 

*Dr. Green is a very concerned & caring doctor.  The staff works well together.

*Dr. Jeffrey Potter IS an extreme valuable asset 2 UVA, he is a huge reason my wife & I both come to UVA.  *Dr. 

Potter CARES about his patients is ultra thorough & extremely professional.  Kudos of praise to his staff as well.  

*Dr. Escanellas and staff are the best at what they do.  I've been going there regularly for many years and will 

continue to go there.

*Dr. Cropley moved me up!! I've seen *Dr. Cropley for the last 5 year for an auto-immune system problem - He's 

a very fine doctor.  

*Dr. Boyer is a great listener with empathy.  He is so in tune to husbands needs & situation.  We are so grateful 

that he is caring for us.  Can't say enough good things about *Dr. Boyer & so glad he is our physician.  He is 

*Heather Quillian is wonderful and my children are blessed to have had her as their pediatrician since birth.

*Dr. Dudhorodsky is an excellent physician.  I'm happy to be one of his patients.

*Dr. Santen is an excellent doctor and his nurse *Sue is also.

I could not have had a better experience at this office with *Dr. Thomas Brown.  He answered my questions fully, 

explaining his recommendations.  I feel I"m well on the way to recovery.

I visited both Zion _____ Rd. office and MVA - Hospital went complex for *Mrs. Both - all exceptional!

*Dr. Cantrell is a excellent doctor.  Caring, so glad she is my doctor.  Whole staff is wonderful.  Would 

*Dr. Uthlaut is an extremely caring and considerate physician.  The level of care he provides is of the highest 

Everyone including *Dr. Ailawadi were very helpful to me during my stay in the hospital.

*Mrs. Urban has been very helpful and is very knowledgeable in her field.  She has made good recommendations 

to me for me to try w/o the use of medications.  She listens and has helpful input.  I look forward in seeing her 

*Dr. Cherry is very nice.

I was at this establishment only for a flu shot on this date. *Ms. Bargmann is an excellent doctor.  Always ready 

I will miss *Dr. McLaughlin very much.  She is an excellent physician.

This was my very first appointment with a certified menopause specialist/OB-GYN provider - I did not what to 

expect exactly yet fearful of the symptoms I had been experiencing.  *Dr. Wilson and her team were so 

completely phenomenal that I've decided to transfer to her practice. Thank you SO MUCH, *Dr. Wilson & team, 

 *Dr. Kozower is world class surgeon!

*Dr. Wilder has seen me on a regular basis to figure out my pain related to my fasciotomy surgery.  What an 

awesome physician & staff!

I have an appt. every 8 wks. It is always run efficiently and they always are able to make the next appt. on 

schedule. *Dr. Purow is always reachable and most recently I was on a cruise with an issue and he was able to 

Our child is 16 and *Dr. Oldfield was very good with her and let her ask questions herself.  We feel very good 

with the care we will get.  Thank you to the office people for getting us seen so fast.

*Dr. Weiss is brilliant, friendly, and has the best bedside manner out of every doctor I've ever met.  He makes 

me feel comfortable and confident in my health. 

We have been very pleased w/all the providers and nurses and staff @ Augusta Peds.  *Dr. Isbell is fantastic & 

we are sad to see her leaving the practice.  

I can't say enough good things about *Dr. Gander & his assistant he is a bright young man, and from being 

around him for a short time a very good doctor & person. Following my granddaughters surgery he called us 2 

times to check up on *Erica.  I have no complaints at all.  Keep up the good work, and please pass along our 

*Dr. Sharma is a super good guy.

*Dr. Wolf and all the staff at the Hope Center have been great and make you feel at ease during chemo 

I love *Dr. Lynn, God bless her heart... Merry Xmas -  Happy New Year everyone.

*Dr. Gander showed kindness, empathy and respect for my son.  I will recommend his services to those in need.

One other person that needs to be recognized for their care and concern for my needs is *Deborah Morley.  She 

is always so caring and is very quick to contact me if I need something.



*Dr. Grice embodies all the attributes that I would deserve in a doctor.  He is skillful, knowledgeable, personable 

and a good listener; and I hope he will be available to me as long as I am available.

*Dr. Tucker is a very caring doctor.  She truly listens to what you have to say and does her best to help.  I feel 

very blessed *Dr. Johns gave me to her when she returned.  *Dr. Johns hand-picked her for me - a perfect fit.  I 

I feel that *Dr. Williams and staff have closely monitored and treated my chronic cancer and have prevented an 

early death due to this disease.

*Dr. Lim is very professional & attentive.  On this visit I was also seen & treated by *Dr. Bourque who is equally 

professional and has appropriate methods of working with me. 

At a race, I had a totally unexpected collapse within yards of the finish line. I was revived and then whisked off by 

ambulance to U VA Hospital. There I learned I had a serious heart murmur and over the next few days I was 

tested, xrayed, ultra sounded and otherwise prepared for heart surgery. An aortic valve replacement. This took 

me by complete surprise! I am - 78 1/2 years old and had no idea there was any thing wrong with my heart. The 

medical staff at U VA took this all in stride and walked me gently but firmly through the whole process, preparing 

me for possible risks, for the immediate pain and discomfort as well as the eventual return to a renewal of 

energy, strength and endurance. Everyone who worked on me, from the team of surgeons and doctors, nurses 

and technicians and even volunteers, was kind, caring, patient, skilled and genuinely interested in my welfare. 

This was a scary operation for me - I was never unaware of fear eyeing me from the corner of the room. This 

procedure is not something once would undergo lightly but if it becomes necessary, I could not recommend a 

*Kathleen Fuchs is a top-notch asset to the UVA Health System.  My visit exceeded my expectations in EVERY 

We love *Dr. Corbett!  He is a wonderful doctor!  

I have never had such a great experience as this recent care.  *Dr. Brenin is the most compassionate doctor I 

have ever been to.  He made me feel so comfortable that I did not even have my "white coat syndrome" during 

my last visit & during my surgery.  He is such a wonderful doctor & his whole staff was so good to me.  I will refer 

I really think a lot about my care to get at UVA and it has always been very good.  After going to UVA since 2004.  

*Dr. Gwathmey see be for the first time in 2012 ? or 2013 and right away she said what kind of Musical _____ I 

have and & the blood test it was confirmed.  Thank you *Dr. Kelly.

*Dr. Battle and *Adrienne Garo and the rest of the staff are awesome!  Thank, you all and God Bless!

*Dr. Heald is terrific.  I have suggested *Dr. Heald as a primary care MD for a close friend.  I am impressed at the 

communication among all of the people involved in my health care.

*Dr. Loughran & his staff were extraordinarily caring & helpful in every imaginable way.

*Dr. Cui is so very nice he made us feel so very at ease about John's condition an so very professional but makes 

you so at ease *Dr. Cui & his assistants were so very nice. Thank you. Calhut family

*Dr. Ballew has been my PCP for 22 years.  I could not ask for a more qualified, thoughtful, and friendly MD than 

him.  He has always been there for me - No matter the reason or how busy he is.  He's the best!

*Dr. Shim is the best.

*Dr. Kirzhner is among the very best! She is a wonderful surgeon, physician and healer!

*Dr. Lisa Braden did singularly outstanding job in helping me with my care, the only one on the VA staff that 

showed cont. concern.

*Dr. Singh and staff are exceptional medical providers.

*Dr. Davidson is an excellent doctor.  Her concerns for my health were evident when she personally called to 

check on my status about a week after my appointment.

Overall *Dr. Targonski is very knowledgeable about my respiratory problems, and has prescribed medications 

that have helped.  I believe I need to visit him soon and maybe be recommended to a breathing specialist.  All in 

all my care at UVA Medical Center has been top notch.  Thank you! 

I am an aging athlete in martial arts.  UVA has been my "go to place in Sports Medicine.  *Dr. John MacKnight is 

my personal physician.  *Claire Denny is my "go to" person for most all "fixes" that go with the territory of injury.  

*Claire is the best of the best!  I could not do without either of them!



I am blessed to have *Dr. Whitehurst as my physician.  Best provider in years.  He is knowledgeable, caring & 

concerned.  Great doctor.

I have emailed questions to *Dr. McCall that he replies to promptly - Perhaps survey form should offer this 

choice (along with phone inquiries).

*Dr. Bilchick is terrific.  He listens and actually uses my input, actively.

My experience with *Dr. Browne and his staff has been superb.  I don't think I could have been in better hands.

*Dr. Burns is an exceptional physician, and I am thankful to be under his care.  His secretary *Pam is a wonderful, 

friendly person, and the receptionist and staff are excellent.

Ms. *Finke did an excellent job!

*Dr. Russell is probably the best physician I have ever known. He is consistency attentive and concerned and he 

acts decisively and effectively to address my problems.

UVA Hospital, doctors & staff are among the best in USA and set the standard for others to follow. I would 

strongly encourage family & friends to see *Dr. Dreicer for cancer treatment.  He is one of the best doctors I've 

*Dr. Gaughan is outstanding!  Can not say enough good things about her!!!

*Lori is Superwoman and goes above & beyond to help.  The whole staff is great.

*Monte at the front desk was superb!

*Dr. Oldfield's knowledge and wisdom were demonstrated through conversation, but clearly he seemed like a 

friend you had known throughout life.  What a teacher and role model for future doctors!  God lead him to the 

profession... helping others as we are missioned to do.  Thank you!

*Dr. Shonka is caring, patient, never rushed, warm, and incredibly talented as a surgeon.  Had no idea what a 

"big deal" he is in the medical world until later, because he acts like the patient is the big deal and never him.  

Feel great courtesy of registration staff and great knowledge of *Dr. Barrett and has the ability to keep patient at 

ease by explaining information of my medical provider.

*Dr. Worrall is an excellent doctor.  He is very knowledgeable in his field.  He was very helpful.  

We love *Dr. Quillian _____.

I love *Rebekah Compton!  Her care has been < superior to *Dr. Seto whom I had before.

*Dr. shildkrodt went above & beyond the call of duty by suggesting we rectify the problem here & now, it didn't 

require a return visit - if we wanted to wait awhile. We did & he did. Thank you, *Dr. Shildkrot!

*Dr. Wolf was absolutely outstanding treating Joe throughout his illness.  Joe had the greatest respect for him.  

*Dr. Wolf explained Joe's condition to us and him in a thorough way and was sensitive to Joe's needs.  We would 

highly recommend *Dr. Wolf and his staff to anyone.

*Dr. Russell and staff exhibit superior skill and competence in treating skin cancer lesions and skin graft 

procedures.  All staff persons are exceptional.  Pain control was given highest priority.  Great outcome from this 

Super nice registration people.  *Kate Robertson very good.

Felt very comfortable with everyone at the Hand Center.  That's why I'm having *Dr. Deal do my elbow surgery!  

My wife feels the same way.  That's why she's having her hip replacement done by UVH.

The doctor (*Dr. Kozower) and his nurse were exceptional - some of the best I have ever had.

Assume doctor (*Dr. Christine Lau) and facility all providers should be operated like this!

*Dr. Sheehan is excellent.

All the staff and *Dr. Rindos were pleasant and professional.

*Dr. Linda Duska is smart and caring. She actually holds your hand when she sees that it will help during a 

procedure. And it does! On my visits I meet a new resident each time and they all do an excellent job. *Dr. Linda 

Duska is outstanding. My surgery was in June 2013 and I've had follow up visits since. Each one a pleasure (as 

*Dr. Wilson is one of the finest doctors I have encountered in my 13 yrs here in L'ville.

 I'm very satisfied with *Dr. Lucar as my kidney doctor.  She's the best doctor I've ever had.

This *Dr. Pudhorodsky has been my dr. -  am very glad he is UVA now.



I saw *Dr. Shen as a follow up from being seen in the E.R. It was my first visit to see him & he was very nice. I 

made an appointment to see him again in a year.

Thus far *Dr. L______ and staff are excellent care providers. 

Great people.  *Dr. Gypson excellent!

We called during office hours and talked to *Karen in regard to an appointment for our daughter with *Helen 

Molnar.  *Helen Molnar called us at home that night at 7:30 p.m.  She asked us questions about our daughter's 

symptoms which we could not answer.  She then got our daughter's phone number and called her immediately.  

*Helen Molnar listened to our daughter as she answered her questions about her symptoms and made her an 

appointment.  We are so impressed with *Helen Molnar's dedication and exceptional health care that she 

provides for her patients.  We feel very fortunate to have *Helen Molnar as our health care provider. 

We (my husband & I) are VERY happy with our care from *Dr. Plews-Ogan as well as other physicians seen - *Dr. 

Darby, *Dr. Olsakovsky, & the Hand Clinic. 

This is an excellent practice and has been for all the years I've been getting dental care with them.  *Dr. 

Leinbach, the hygienists & office staff.   #6.  Hygienists *Evelyn Grant & *Carolyn Jones. 

*Dr. Sharma listened as I talked about symptoms and ordered tests for me.  His suspected diagnosis was 

confirmed by tests.  I was thrilled by his knowledge.

Have no complaints, *Dr. Weiss is a great dr.  His staff is great & caring.  I would not have been able to use my 

arm at all if not for him.

I love *Dr. Dalkin - he has great bedside manner and has humor!

*Dr. Pinkerton and staff made this visit VERY helpful - relieved my STRESS.

*Dr. Gaughan and her nurse, *Lisa Palumbo, are not only amazingly competent, but wonderfully caring, as well.

*Dr. O is an excellent caring physician.

We were nervous about our first visit at a new oncologist (we moved from GA).  *Dr. Petersen made us feel so 

comfortable.  We can tell that he is going to take excellent care of our little boy.   We are very happy. 

I travel over an hour to see *Dr. Goldman and *Margaret Keller because of the outstanding care that I receive!

*Dr. Campbell has the best bed side manner I have ever seen - so kind and educated.  I have a new dx breast 

cancer - he is very compassionate.

*Dr. Brenin is very knowledgeable & compassionate she sits with you, and is not rushed - ensures you feel 

comfortable with our decisions.

My appt to see *Dr. Flickinger was a pre-op appt with an EKG.  My answers to this survey are connected to that 

appt.  My regular physician at University Physicians in Orange is *Dr. Eve Bargmann, Internist.  I have been seeing 

her for about 10 years.  She is the most wonderful and devoted doctor I have ever seen.  She is a beautiful 

person inside and out.  She cares deeply for her patients and their health and well being!

I see *Michelle Beard or *Dr. Wolf once a year for a status port melanoma excision.  All staff is polite and 

*Dr. Beitinjaneh is an excellent doctor and I have recommended him to others who were trying to decide 

between hospitals - Mainly Duke, _____ or UVA.  All of the staff I've dealt with at UVA are friendly, professional 

*Dr. Grice is fantastic - really listened to my needs regarding my back & I finally have relief from constant pair 

*Dr. Yates and his people are great.

*Dr. Kirk is a treasure!  I feel secure as a patient under her care.

Another doctor actually wanted me to see *Dr. Hamill-Ruth.  She thinks outside the box.  I am confident that she 

will be the one to help me where others have failed.

*Dr. Pedia & her nurse *Jill are the best.  I have been very healthy up to the last 6 years and have seen more 

doctors than one should need.  *Dr. Pedia is by far in the correct field.   I am thankful I found her.  I look forward 

*Dr. Padia is the best dr. I have seen in 50 years & I have seen many!  Her nurse *Jill is also wonderful helpful & 

very caring person.  They make a great team & I have never looked forward to a dr. appt. but my visit to them 

every 3 months is always a great experience.



*Dr. Duska is an excellent physician, when it was determined that I required surgical intervention she did 

everything possible to arrange for an early date for the surgery.  Her partner *Dr. Cantrell performed the surgery 

in a competent, expert manner.  She found the time to speak to my family and update them on my prognosis.  

*Dr. Dalkin is superior - concerned about my issues, how to HELP & how he will remain in touch in the future - 

very important - gives confidence in many areas:  he's concerned & doesn't just prescribe medication!!

*Dr. Balogun is an excellent _____ and I am delighted to have her as my primary doctor.

*Dr. DeBoer's intern did a wonderful job.  We appreciated her manner, her knowledge, her ability to explain her 

diagnosis, and our options.  We felt she spent ample time listening, explaining and interacting with us.  We 

appreciate the thoroughness from both doctors and are confident with how to approach our son's issue and 

My visit to *Dr. Duska & *Dr. Baker at Emily Courie was fantastic!  Everyone responded to our needs, arranged 

"on the spot" tests & meetings and made sure we were helped through the entire process.  They were amazingly 

timely with info & calls, caring and made the process pleasant!  *Martha Thomas, of Genetic Testing, was part of 

our visit and rearranged her schedule to help us - fabulous experience!!  

The doctor was very relational and understanding of my child's migraines and gave great care and direction for 

treating her with a detailed plan of treatment.  Thank you so much *Dr. Ramirez.

*Dr. Christiana Brenin was extremely thorough, compassionate, and knowledgeable; I felt VERY understood, and 

had total trust in her care.  

I quit answering the survey.  The only few things I have to say, my provider is the best.  I couldn't ask for a better, 

smarter, kind, listening, understanding, person.  I was and still am very impressed with *Beth Jaeger-Landis.  She 

WE love *Dr Froh & *Jackie Brown!

*Ms. Sullivan is a true asset to your org.  She was prompt, cordial, knowledgeable in her field, thorough in her 

examination and its analysis.  She possesses an outgoing personality and I would recommend her to anyone 

needed medical attention.  And, last but not least, if she worked for me, I would give her a pay raise.

*Dr. Tripathi was very very helpful to me about my illness.  I wish every dr. was like her.  Don't ever loose her I 

feel good knowing she is there for me.  Thanks.  Mr. Meak.

*Dr. Shonka spent a great deal of time with me & answered all my questions(a lot) very PATIENT doctor!

We are very happy with everyone at *Dr. Clebah's office.  We feel very comfortable going there.

We are happy with *Dr. Martinson!

We have nothing but praise for *Dr. Jansen and the entire staff in Children's Neuro. Everyone deserves the kind 

of courtesy, respect, and attention we have received each time we have used UVA Health System.

Since my son has been coming to *Dr. Julia Wisniewski his skin has cleared up, he doesn't throw up everything 

he eats.  I have learned what he can and can't eat.  I am very satisfied with his care.

*Dr. Kesser did a great job all 3 times my son was in his care. 

I have never experienced such a facility where EVERYONE did their job and were totally courteous and 

professional - My experience with *Dr. David Brenin and his staff was exceptionally outstanding!!

*Dr. Brenton is very caring and shows compassion for my son Blake.  He offers advice and suggestions and allows 

us to make decisions regarding his health.  We are very impressed with *Dr. Brenton.  His nurse *Brooke Henry is 

*Barbara Post is an outstanding physician.  Her knowledge is always up-to-date; she is wholly attentive 

throughout a visit; she is thoroughly professional without being any the less warm and friendly.  She has an 

excellent sense of humor and yet is very serious.  I am so lucky that she is my physician. 

*Dr. Thomas is one of the best she sits and listens to patients she really helped me out a lot.  I would like for her 

to be my regular provider.  She listens to all your concerns and she really helps to accommodate the patient's 

needs.  I would recommend *Dr. Thomas to anyone.  They need more providers like her. 

I feel so lucky to be treated by *Dr Weiss. He saved my ankle. He is such a caring, knowledgeable, and skillful 

*DR. MATTHEW BARRETT is very knowledgeable and professional.  He is constantly looking AT OPTIONS that 

might benefit me in his treatment of my Parkinson's Disease.  He is thoughtful and COMPASSIONATE.  I AM very 

I have already recommended *Dr. Christophel to someone.



*Dr. Mihalek gives you his undivided attention, makes you feel unrushed and concerned.  He's wonderful!

*Dr. Stephens has been wonderful for our entire family. She takes wonderful care of us.

*Dr. Davie does an outstanding job of putting his patient at ease; listening ( and remembering); inspiring 

confidence; reassuring the patient; and educating the patient. A superlative model for doctor- patient 

*Dr. Crowley had created "shared" medical appointments for patients that want to participate.  This has been 

very helpful in hearing other patients views and issues that have the same medical issues that I do.  This is a 

All the doctors and nurses are wonderful!  *Caleb loves them all!

I would love to thank all the nurses and doctors at the delivery who took great care of me and for their sensitive 

approach especially nurse *Shandra and *Doctor Kimberly.

*Dr. Erdbruegger is great and very much appreciated.

*Chad has been exceptionally respectful & I feel lots of trust in his professionalism & true concern about my well-

being.  He is a great doctor.

*Dr. Amy Tucker, *Sue Wood and staff have been excellent each time I have had any problems w/my health, or 

even check ups I am so pleased with this facility!

Staff very welcoming and calming.  They recognized me and asked how I was doing.  *Dr. Kyin was very thorough 

and presented various plans-of-action to choose from.  He is a good listener and remembered what I had 

Thanks to have *Dr. Escanellas as a partner in my health adventure.  His attentiveness & the character also of his 

staff is a true blessing.

*Dr. Dudley is a wonderful doctor and I would love for him and his team to work on me again.

I have stage 4 kidney Disease - This is all *Dr. Bowman and his staff treat me for.  I have blood drawn once a 

month and also take a shot (arnesp).  The office found me a closer office to my home to get this done.  I also go 

to *Dr. Bowman's office every 6 months for a check up.  I wouldn't want anyone else to treat me that could be 

I was very pleased with your staff and facility and I rate *Dr. Hashisaki as an outstanding and caring doctor.

*Dr. Lau is very straight forward with you, she doesn't sugar coat anything.  I really like that in a doctor.  She is 

I was pleasantly surprised & please regarding the efficiency and swiftness of my medical visit.  *Dr. Lewis spent 

ample time with me & I was very satisfied with her medical service. 

Dr. Crowley is a valued respected member of my mothers care giving team.  His office is always quick to respond 

to phone messages , very accommodating with quick appointments, very caring staff which has been a blessing 

during this difficult time.  *Alison Walton, NP has always been great to us.  

34. Survey more from patients family perspective as patient has past stroke cognitive issues.  Travis Rocks! The 

best nurse is *Amber Tyree! 

*Dr. Urban is my pain psychologist that works with me at pain clinic where I see doctor for pain. She (*Dr. Urban) 

has been kind, understanding, helpful, welcoming and fantastic at her job.  I consider her one of very best health 

*Dr. Adam Carlson is a knowledgeable, caring, diagnostician who assessed my history, prescribed treatments 

with clear explanation of reasons and followed through with a phone call the next day (Saturday) to explain the 

results of my X-rays and asked questions about the Cortisone he administered in my right wrist and thumb.  He 

instructed me to return in 2-3 months by making an appt. with his nurse & provided the phone number which 

was different than his office phone.  He could not have been more thorough or helpful! 

*Dr. Mason is an outstanding doctor and a very caring person.  Any hospital should be proud to have him on 

*Dr. Brenin is an excellent breast care provider & I totally trust him & I am thankful for all he has done for me.  

*Dr. Anderson & staff are excellent.

I have improved n total mental & physical health since switching to *Dr. Franklin.  She is very easy to talk to I 

look forward to every appt. with her.

*Dr. Tuskey & *Susan are the best!!  So thankful for them both.

I'm very happy with *Dr. Shen & his staff!



By comparison to other health systems, AMAZING experience. Traveled 2 hours to see *Dr.Fu and it was well 

worth it. UVA is a well organized system. There is NO COMPARISON. So impressed w/ ease to appt scheduling, 

directions, call backs, billing, & service at UVA! Love it.

*Dr. Jose GURROLA he explain everything so that I could understand. Everyone was so friendly & understanding. 

*Dr. Hatter he is the best.  I've been going to him for years.  I hate to go to anyone else.

I am very satisfied with *Dr. Singer she is always ready to listen to my needs.  She is compassionate, 

understanding and always ready to advise or help in every way.

I consider *Dr. Madaline Harrison as one of the best physicians my husband and I have ever had.  She is 

genuinely concerned about the needs of her patients and does everything she can to provide solutions for their 

problems.  She is a credit to her profession.

*Dr. Aaron was awesome, explaining everything, kind, _____ enjoyable.  Would recommend to everyone! 

*Dr. Showalter is an amazing doctor.  I have the highest level of respect for her & value her medical opinion.  I 

would highly recommend her.

*Dr. Rose is a superb physician.  

*Dr. Goodman & his related staff _____ clerical assistance are always thorough, considerate, very professional.

I am always satisfied with my medical needs.  *Dr. Chris Shaffrey is a very excellent surgeon.

*Dr. Taylor is a outstanding doctor and a lovely person.

This was my 1st visit to Allergy Clinic to see *Dr. Platts-Mills, my visit was great, friendly, polite & very caring.  

Even parking was excellent - drs. nurses & staff were excellent -

*Dr. Grice & staff were wonderful.

Visit was to establish medical records and consult with *Dr. Kron.  Excellent experience and feel confident if have 

to be operated on for heart valve repair or replacement.

 *Dr. Mentore was knowledgeable, friendly & easy to understand.

I am very impressed with *Dr. Smith & his associate.  I like their openness & straight forward demeanor.

I have been very impressed with *Dr. Babar and her staff.

*Dr. Becker is a great, understanding and enjoyable to talk to Dr.  I liked *Dr. Becker - 

We love *Dr. Landas and his TEAM!!  Always been great to us/my family.

*Dr. Corbett and his staff are excellent.  My son had to have a very uncomfortable surgery for a 16 y.o. boy, not 

just physically but also a little embarrassing.  *Dr. Corbett and his staff helped ease this process.  They are 

professional and handled my son's case leaving him with his dignity intact!  I would recommend him to anyone 

This has been a very difficult time for me, however, this clinic has made this difficult time very pleasant for me.  I 

am very happy to be associated with such a great clinic.  P.S.  "*Cookie" is an amazing nurse.  She has been there 

to answer all of my questions and she really cares for the patients.

I am very pleased with both *Dr. Potter and *Suzanne Burge.  I feel that I am in good hands.

*Dr. P. Preston Reynolds is an exceptional doctor, MD PhD.  Her attention to my medical needs is extraordinary.  

I am fortunate to have her for my primary care.  I know she cares, and is doing the best job possible!

My husband and I have been seeing *Dr. Hoard and *Carolyn Jones since about 1994 we value their care and 

oversight about our dental health!

*Dr. Pinkerton called me after my mammography came back with a spot on left breast showing after biopsy 

invasive ductal carcinoma found with tomography 3D.  She also said that they wouldn't have found it on regular 

mammo.  *Dr. Pinkerton is my hero as the best dr. I have ever had.

My husband and I both like *Dr. John MacKnight -  He has when care of us for about 5 years.

I would highly recommend *Dr. Radigan and her staff.

Very impressed by *Dr. Yarboro and her staff. They helped ease my anxiety regarding upcoming surgery. *Lorna, 

who has scheduled my tests is also great!

I really appreciate the care... from *Amy _____ she always gets right back to me with whatever question I may 

have.  She never makes me feel rushed and always takes the time to answer all my questions.  



*Dr. Malhotra has an excellent rapport with his patients.  He is kind and share important information in a way 

that is easy to understand.

I could never have had any better care & concern from those who took care of me. *Dr. Bilichick exemplified a 

measure of care for me that far exceeded any care I have ever had. His patient care was exemplary. *Dr.Bilichick 

is one in a million. I thanked *Dr.Bove for sending me to him for the _____. I have seen many doctors in my life 

time, and he is at the top of the crew. He certainly is excellent. 

*Victor Zaydfudim & all that go ask and helped me all they could thank God for UVA with special doctors & 

I think *Dr. Hostetter and staff are excellent for my medical needs I rate them at a 100 percent.

Developed pain in hip.  Difficult walking & exercising.  Was thrilled to get an appointment with *Dr. Shu-Man Fu.  

The advice and exercises he recommend have helped me return to normal activities.  His nursing assistant was 

*Dr. Gaughan is always on top of newest medicines, procedures, cancer study results.  Problems are always 

handled without delay.  I feel safe and well taken care of in her hands.  I believe I am getting the best care 

Thank God for *Dr. Brenin & the breast center nurses, radiologists, staff etc.  Three years ago I had breast cancer 

in the right breast & I received excellent care.  Now I have to have a mastectomy on the left & trust *Dr. Brenin 

I have always been happy with the care given to me by *Dr. Joel Schectman and the staff.  

ALways very ______ and informative.  Go for blood work every 6 mos. to a year.  *Dr. Paphitis is ALWAYS VERY 

thorough and kind.  Hope center. 

I work at a medical facility and was VERY FAVORABLY impressed by the hospital and heart center and especially 

*Dr. Mangrums crew.  Everything actually ran early.  All the personnel were great.  *Dr. Mangrum is both very 

*Dr. Craig Portell is an amazing physician!  He truly cares about me as a patient.  He is a good listener and 

explains things in simple terms.  I have been blessed to have met *Dr. Portell.  The care I have received from *Dr. 

Portell has been outstanding!!  *Sarah Kirby, RN, has also been a job to work with.  *Sarah has a calming 

influence and always answers all of my questions.  *Dr. Portell and staff are highly recommended!  

Overall, I had a very good experience.  Most important, *Dr. Vollman made my back problem 1000% better.  I'd 

hug him, if he'd let me.

*Dr. Purow is very conscientious to our needs.  Mark has numerous problems (brain tumors & blood disorders.  I 

credit *Dr. Purow with Mark's continued good health & well being.  We couldn't ask for a better more qualified 

*Dr. Stevenson - excellent patient care!

*Dr. Shaffrey & *Dr. Schiff are the best!  Not just because they have been able to always give me good news.  

They never rush my appointment and answer all my questions and concerns.  In the event my brain tumor 

causes problems, I have every confidence in the care they would give me.  I am fortunate to have them as my 

I think *Dr. Prum is an excellent ophthalmologist-have been his patient for 17 years.  

*Dr. Vranic is excellent in every detail, he e-mailed my PCP  to suggest re-test for my bone health even though 

he is a pulmonologist he is concerned about my total health at age 82 with my... history recently.  I do appreciate 

his total care and concern.

*Dr. MacKnight is an outstanding MD - I am very pleased & fortunate to have him as my PCP.  

Visit was for routine physical with my primary provider.  *Dr. Lepsch is extremely well-informed and up-to-date 

on anything medical and explains it well as it relates to my health condition.  He has also made numerous 

referrals for specialists for me which have been very helpful.  How very fortunate I am to have this exceptional 

*Dr. Wilson, my very knowledgeable dermatologist, prescribed a medication which had impeded the occurrence 

of a worrisome skin irritation.  Now I only require an annual appointment.

I travel from Texas to visit *Dr. Loughran due to my unusual medical condition.  It is well worth the time and 

expense.  You have a lovely, well run facility.  Thank you. 

*Dr. Mihalek is a pleasant, delightful young man.  Like *Dr. Enfiela was he wants to help me in any way possible.

I feel well cared for by *Dr. Shen and his staff and I would not hesitate to call if I had a problem.

*Dr. Densmore has a quiet, thoughtful approach and is a good listener.  He earns your confidence.

*Dr. I's skill is remarkable.  UVA Health is lucky to have her.



Really feel like *Dr. Lewis takes her time with me.

*Dr. Wallace took the time to find, I may have a hernia.  He sent me to a surgeon for confirmation.  *Dr. Wallace 

took the time to explain to me what a hernia was and what to do.  I wish all doctors treat people as people not 

We are lucky to have *Dr. Paphitis in our community fighting against breast cancer!!

I was in so much pain everyone showed much concern. *Dr. Newman was old gracious self. He was so concerned 

about my pain. I could not have asked for better care. 

*Dr. Williams & his staff are excellent & so caring & professional:  That's why I choose to travel 2 1/2 hrs. to see 

I have always received excellent care from *Dr. Behm and the stuff at UVA.

This apt. seeing *Dr. Bergmann was the first apt. w/her.   I enjoyed her.  She was thorough and amiable.  I look 

forward to *Dr. Bergmann help in the future.

I have complete trust in *Dr. Mason she has operated on me three times and I feel 100% better since seeing her.

*Dr. Williams and his staff have always shown me the best professional and courteous care I could ask for.  I feel 

their expertise gives me the best chance to manage my cancer for the best result possible.

Both providers are great, and the nurse, *Bobby is very sweet. She jollies me, the patient along, and as the 

nature of my condition and visit are very intimate, I especially appreciate *Bobby's warmth. The receptionist also 

are friendly and pleasant and jolly me out of nervousness.

I always receive excellent care at the pituitary clinic.  *Monte, the receptionist is fantastic.  *Dr. Hong is 

wonderful and always works with me for the best possible outcomes.

*Dr. Humberson was kind and compassionate.  She was extremely knowledgeable and had done the necessary 

research to be able to answer our questions.  She is an asset to UVA! 

*Dr. Matthew Goodman is an excellent doctor and we are extremely pleased with his service  -

*Dr. Mark Shaffrey removed a meningoma from my right frontal lobe in 2006.  I felt very fortunate that a doctor 

of his caliber was caring for me.  I have received regular monitoring for nearly 10 years and have been very 

pleased with *Dr. Shaffrey, his team & the UVA facilities.  Thank you all.

We always ask for *Mrs. Norko!  She is always helpful.  We live an hour away but come to UVA because you can 

tell they care about my daughter. Keep up the great work. 

*Dr. Jennifer Charlton and the renal team of Peds Neprology are the BEST!  Hands down!

*Dr. Cherry and his staff provide me with excellent care.  I look forward to my next visit.

*Dr. Gorsch performed his services in a very friendly and professional manner.  He explained things in a very 

clear and understandable way.

Everyone is very nice to me *Dr. Levine very good at what he dose been seeing him sent 2005.

*Dr. Wilder and his entire staff were fantastic!

*Dr. Park is a very caring and thorough doctor.  He took the time to consult w/the radiologist about my 

ultrasound.  He has also taken the time to answer emails & phone calls from my athletic trainer at college.

*Dr. Patel is a very attentive and nice physician.  My experience at the Hope Center was pleasant from 

registration, nurses and *Dr. Patel.

*Dr. Gloudeman, _______ responded quickly to my serious health issue - excellent care was given and 

appreciated. Staff is also to be commended - extremely helpful/professional. Also REALLY appreciated *Dr. 

McCullouch's initial consult done so quickly and covering all concerns. 

*Dr. Hedrick was very helpful and very informed about my condition.  It was obvious that she had reviewed my 

medical records and talked to *Dr. Lippert about my situation.  Very professional.  I felt comfortable with her.  I 

most definitely would recommend her to someone else for care.  She seems genuinely interested in my care & 

*Dr. Brackmeier & team are top-notch.  *Dr. Brockmeier worked closely with my daughter's referring physician 

to keep him informed.  Never felt ill at ease with decisions/recommendations.  Hope to never have another 

surgical need but will seek this surgeons expertise if ever needed.  Thank you!

*Dr. Pudhorodsky is one of the best doctors ever.  Knowledgeable - Caring - Concerned. Office staff is great also - 

I receive very good care from *Dr. Goodman.



My visit was very productive and handled efficiently.  The nurses/techs were a very knowledgable, caring and 

worked to general efficiency.  I felt that I received excellent care from *Dr. Shim's group.  Thank YOU.

I have the greatest confidence in *Dr. Lippert.

*Charlene Exline is the best.  She obviously cares about her patients.  She is always in good spirits and makes me 

feel confident about my treatment and outcome.  Excellent bedside manner.

Would tell any one about *Dr. Upchurch & your hospital for excellent care & services.

I two say *Andrew Wolf and staff have been very helpful.  Thank you!

*Dr. Gravatte is the best, you should be lucky to have him!

Thus far am completely satisfied with *Dr. Kim and staff's performance and care.

*Dr. Shaffrey and team work like a well oiled fine tune engine.  Once or twice I have waited longer than 15 mins.  

Things happen and I think acceptable considering the multitude of things he and his staff do exceptionally well.  

The important things that _____ my quality of life.  I can not thank them enough.  When I'm in the hospital make 

his care he and staff checked on me every day, ind. weekends.

*Christine Shannon rocks!  She is the most attentive, thorough and knowledgeable nurse practitioner I have ever 

dealt with.  She exemplifies working WITH her patients.  I especially appreciate the fact that she understands and 

appreciates that I am well-educated and am informed medical consumer.

*Dr. Werner is always pleasant, knowledgeable, and respectful.  We're grateful to have such wonderful care for 

our daughters in Culpepper.  Thank you.  

*Dr. Southerland is a very good dr.  He explain everything to you.  Can talk to the other doctor and explain to 

I was very pleased with everyone I came in contact with, especially *Drs. Ailwadi, *Ragosta, *Lim, *Gimple.  All 

the nurses were very professional.  I felt I was in very good hands for the TAVR procedure.

*Dr. Schectman has been the most wonderful doctor - saving my life a few times - Always the perfect Southern 

gentleman.  He is kind and good.

My experience with *Dr. Rembold, his nurse and front desk staff was professional, caring and reassuring.  I left 

UVA knowing what I needed to do and felt confident that I could reach the goals discussed.  Thank you for expert 

*Dr. Lien Dame she very sweet and very nice person and her nurse they very nice and they took good of me.

I would recommend UVA to anyone seeking medical help.  The staff is very courteous & helpful.  *Dr. Park 

explained in detail what I needed to know about the foot surgery I needed  & calmed my fears.  I felt like I was 

surrounded by family when I entered the operating room.  

I am so grateful to *Dr. Christopher Shaffrey & his staff & to UVA Health System for all they have done for me.  

*Dr. Liu and his staff were very friendly and knowledgeable. His personal follow up was very helpful and calming. 

*Dr. Kron and his staff are amazing. He's my super hero.

My experience during my visits to *Dr. Shimer's office, surgery & hospital 1 stay have to this point been a very 

positive experience.  My 5 hr drives (one way) have been worth it.

*Dr. Kirzhner had a fantastic rapport with my two year old.  She worked very well with him and at an age 

appropriate level.  She took the time to put him at ease, and developed a connection with him by saying hello to 

him several times in the waiting room.  The optometrist who performed the bulk of the eye exam was also very 

well versed in how to successfully examine a 2 yr. old's eyes.  I was extremely impressed with both of their skills 

*David Strider, *Debbie Cason and the rest of the staff in his office and the hospital were top notch.  Traveling to 

see a doctor I can't imagine my care being any better.

Have worked directly with *Nancy Johnson, NP for my cardiology needs. The entire team has always been 

excellent and very professional. Awesome staff! (*Nancy Johnson, especially).

I have 4 doctors whom I see at North Ridge and each of them is excellent: *Barbara Post, *JoAnn Pinkerton, 

*Dr.Platz-Mills & *Dr.Dameron. I receive superb care from each of them and am grateful to have them. 

I care of how concern *Dr. Kirzhner took care of me and also her nurses, that took care of me.

*Dr. Williams & staff are wonderful and I do not see this changing. 



This was my first visit to your facility for myself.  *Dr. Krupski helped me by answering questions and concerns 

that no other physician has done.  When I left there, I had a feeling of great relief that someone was going to 

help me with my health problems that I have been dealing with for a very long time.

I have enormous respect for *Dr. B____ - his skill as a surgeon his compassion and kindness to his patients.  I 

would have no other dr.   His staff and nurses are professional and friendly. 

When I had to call for advice re: my graft site care on a Sat. night, the resident  on call responded immediately & 

was very courteous & helpful. Believe his name was *Dr. O_____ Irish sounding I didn't write it down.

*Doctor Hatter has been my physician for many years, he always been courteous & concerned about my health 

and has taken excellent care of me.  I am 81 years old and I think he has kept me in good health.  I recommend 

*Dr. Langer, *Dr. Brenner & staff have been a blessing to Nicha's situation.

*Dr. Adams is exceptional!!  A++.

I've been seeing *Dr. W. Grosh since 2004. He's the Best Dr. I've every had! Cut & dried.

I am very satisfied with "family practice" and have every confidence in *Dana Hannah's care for me!

*Dr. Mangrum is an outstanding physician!

I have trusted my life to *Dr. Gimple in several heart stent operations.  I would do it again, if necessary I would 

recommend his surgeon services to others.

*Dr. Hedrick is amazing. Be proud she is on your staff.

*Colleen Green has been the most helpful NP that I've had. I tell everyone about her.

*Dr. Smith is very kind, very knowledgeable about my spine problems.  His staff is extremely helpful.

*Kathleen Haden makes me feel so comfortable, I look forward to seeing her.

I feel this provider provides above average service.  And I mean *Dr. Larry Borish himself.  Feel he works above 

average in his training of the person working as his assistant.  He is working to find best solution to a health issue 

My experience with *Dr. Park was impressive.  His medical expertise and compassionate care was demonstrated 

at each of my medical visits.  I appreciate his bedside manner.

 *Dr. Perumal instilled confidence on my first visit.  

*Dr. Whitehurst is the BEST!  He is so knowledgeable - and if for some reason he's not available, wait until he is.  

I KNOW he will always take care of any problem or injury.

*Dr. Schirmer & his team removed my gallbladder emergently.  He was great at explaining the situation I was in 

& on the follow up.  I appreciate his expertise & believe he was the reason I avoided a septic situation.  Great 

diagnostic & surgical skills.  Thank you.

I appreciated the imediate appointment and concern of *Dr. Solomon.  This facility is excellent!  I am thinking of 

having *Dr. Solomon as my family doctor.

It was a "good" visit with *Dr. Dent, basically to find that everything was still okay - verified by having an "echo" 

done. He did get in touch with my N.P. @ Stoney Creek.

Very pleased w/*Dr. Goodman's care and his attention to others involved in my health care team both within 

UVA and external to UVA.

*Dr. Upchurch SAVED my life!

Always a good visit w/*Dr. Grice.  Very pleasant while maintaining professionalism.

*Kim Leake is a kind, caring, professional nurse practitioner.  She has been with *Dr. Michael E. Williams 

(oncology) since I was diagnosed with leukemia, (CLL) in 2008.  she helped me with chemo therapy in 2011...  

Couldn't have got through it without her encouragement!  *Kim and *Dr. Williams are top notch and I am truly 

I will miss *Amy Hull's care & expertise.  Good luck to her!  

*Carmel N_____ is "outstanding."

*Kimberly Drewry was great.  Very personable.  Good listener.  Took time to answer questions.  A+.

Love *Dr. Shaffrey and his group!  Gets an A + from me!

I have been a patient of *Dr. Beebe's for years.  He is an excellent PCP.  _____ he will be retiring as I have done 

after marking 37 years at UVA.  He is caring, compassionate & very attentive.  He never gives you an Rx you don't 



*Dr Balogun was great and we were very pleased with the appointment. 

*Dr. Landen and his team were some of the best doctor I ever had to deal with.  Other than giving birth to my 

kids this was my first experience with surgery and Dr. Landen, *Dr. Baker and the rest of the team really help to 

put me at easy and reassured me that every thing would be OK.

The *Doctor Shah and his assistants were very nice and friendly and I felt confident in her work.

*Dr. Green and staff provided excellent, caring service - 

*Dr. Ghanta and his staff/office were wonderful, especially while an inpatient.  If one needs to have surgery they 

could ask for no better team of doctor/nurses than was experienced by myself. 

I have been extremely pleased with *Dr.Belyea and his team at UVA. I would recommend *Dr.Belyea to any 

friends, family or associates that required his specialty. 

This visit was at the Lexington office, so some responses reflect that.  I am grateful that *Dr. Upchurch came all 

the way to Lexington for this appointment.  You have an outstanding medical care facility.  Staff work very well 

*Dr. Thomas Brown, his staff and clerical staff are excellent.  I thank god for these professionals every time I 

My visit to *Dr. Schorling was very pleasing.  He put me through tests that I really needed.  i am so please.

*Ms. Green's team is awesome, dedicated, attentive and compassionate and exemplifies what all health care 

I have been seeing *Dr. Wooten for a number of years - he is always the same caring and dedicated physician.  

*Dr. Shamba is a very nice doctor.  He listen to what I've to talk about & he cares about what I'm feeling.

*Doctor Nadkarni is a great doctor. Very thoughtful praises you when you _____ good. Very understanding 

explains pro's and con's of changing meds. Very nice man.

*Mrs. McLaughlin was thorough & efficient in the adm. of the sonogram test.

*Dr. Loughran is a world-class physician.  My wife & I were very impressed with him.

Our son born at U. VA at 32 wks with major problems.  He sees numerous Drs. at U. VA.  *Dr. Rogers has been 

there since day one.  The surgeries he has done saved his life.  He will always be #1 in his life.  We respect & love 

him like family.  We hope he will be there forever.

*Dr. Patrick Dillon did a wonderful job.  I just do not understand why I'm feeling weak and tired.  I have to go 

back with physical therapy maybe that will help me some.  Thank you!

Congratulations to *Ms. Sutton-Wallace at _____ for "_____" such caring and brilliant physician as *Dr. Eric 

Davis and for the training of a good, supportive staff.  

*Dr. Santen is outstanding - one of the most comprehensive & thorough doctors in my experience - but over the 

past few visit he has appeared under pressure to complete everything quickly.  I miss the little extra time & little 

extra caring and little extra thoroughness.

*Dr. McKnight is the best! 

It was a first visit with *Dr. Dowdell as my regular doctor retired.  I had been with him for almost 50 yrs.  I found 

her very friendly and easy to talk to.  Also she checked me and examined all my records and medical history.  I 

*Dr. Pumphrey is one of the best doctors in this practice.  From the moment meeting her, when my now 5 year 

old was born, I have felt a personal connection with her.  She always listen with real concern & a open ear on 

We greatly appreciate *Dr. Martinson's professional manner yet friendly, easy way with children.  My children 

look FORWARD to doctor visits because they all just adore her.  I trust her opinion/advice and appreciate that 

*Dr. Borowitz is the most caring, compassionate and respectful doctors we have had. *Rachel has seen lots of 

doctors but none compare to the level of care that *Doctor B has shown her. He is a gift to the children he 

My experience has been fantastic.  Not just *Dr. Diduch & his staff but all who helped with Allyson's surgery.  I 

have recommended your facility to everyone.  *Dr. Diduch is amazing and I am grateful he can care for my child. 

*Dr. Keliams & her team are amazing!  They have been an invaluable resource in helping me figure out the 

challenges of breastfeeding!

*Dr. Kindwall-Keller and her staff are amazing.  The dr.'s nurses' in the Infusion Center are outstanding.  Not only 

am I grateful for all of them you should be honored to have such intelligent and caring associates working for 



*Dr. Cropley is a really great dermatologist, doctor, and teacher.  I like how he includes me and his medical 

students in the same conversation - like we are all working together!  

 I cannot say enough good things regarding *Dr. Todd Wolf, his professionalism, extensive knowledge, 

personality, and excellent care provision. I wish there had been a circle to mark excellent.  I am forever grateful 

This office is great and so is *Dr. Martinson.  I refer all my friends with newborns.

It was the best possible experience considering the procedure. I was treated with the best care and quickly 

calming my fears. Thank you *Dr. Hayes and *Dr. Warren. I will always be grateful.

I am blessed to have *Dr. Ferguson and staff.  The university of Virginia Medical Center (all staff) are wonderful.  

My health is good because of them and God above and I am thankful.

*Dr. David Shanka is a genuinely caring professional.  I value his expertise with my health concerns.  My trust in 

his judgment and follow up to my health concerns means a lot to me.  I know i was very fortunate to have found 

*Dr. Landen has been very concerned about my health from the first time he saw me. June 6 2015 until Sept. 23 

2015. I've had the best care from UVA to his office and from Radiation Dept. wonderful doctor and nurses and 

everyone who took care of me. Thank you all.

I value the expertise that *Dr. Santeen always displays... to my health needs.  I completely depend on him for 

guidance in keeping me well.  

I visited University Physicians twice within the last two months.  *Eileen Donne, the nurse on my second visit - 

 *Dr. Boris is one of my most valued, likeable and approachable doctors I have.  His staff, and the residents, are 

*Dr. Abbott continues to be exceptional!  MOST knowledgeable and open to discussion.

I am very happy about the surgery.  The results were great.  Will continue to see *Dr. Knox for more procedures 

To whom it may concern *Juanita Reigle is the best doctor and the sweetest person that I see in VVA thank you 

very much she is GREAT.  

Hate to see *Kathy leave! Excel. ENT. 

*Dr. Gentzler was the most accessable doctor I have ever experienced.

*Dr. Ashok Ashok Asthagiri and the other teams that helped him help me are the best UVA Medical Center has in 

my opinion. Very professional, very smart & treated me like I was a real human being. I'm blessed to know them!

*Dr. Tom is one of the best doctors I have seen that took his time to go over my concerns.

Always enjoy my visits to *Dr. Hoard and *Peggy, I'm always comfortable with them and their entire team.

*Dr. Crowley very competent and caring provider.

*Dr. Keeley spent a great deal of time explaining the procedure and my condition.  *Dr. Keeley went so far as to 

draw me a diagram of my heart and existing condition.  Several days later *Dr. Keeley called me at home on her 

lunch hour just to check on my condition and answer any questions I was about to send her a copy.  Never 

before has a physician ever called me at home. Please relay this note to *Dr. Ellen Keeley as I would like her to 

*Dr. Matt Green is a very personable and professional physician.  I like the practice a lot.  

I started seeing *Dr. Patel in Apr. for DVT, since then he discovered other problems, PE cysts on liver, nodule on 

lung.  His treatments and recommendations have been excellent. 

*Dr. McLaughlin is a very caring doctor, and always talks to me so that I can understand what he's saying, his 

nursing staff is very kind & caring people and they always make you feel as they care about you as a person, 

there is nothing I would change at Crozet Specialty Clinic, they are the type of people we could LIVE WITH!!  The 

front desk people are great as well, they are prompt and caring as well, and when ever I've had to call the office 

*Dr. McLaughlin has always got my message and called me back the same day.  THEY ARE GREAT PEOPLE & CARE 

 *Dr. Michael Douvas (have been seeing over 7 yrs.) takes excellent care of me, as well as his NP's.  *Dr. Kudwar 

Singh and *Dr. Brendan Bowan take excellent care of me, also.

*Dr. MacKnight is a top notch doctor.  Wouldn't trade him for nothing in this world.  Medical field needs more 

*Dr. Slingluff made me feel very comfortable.  I am really pleased I selected him and drove from Richmond to 

have him take care of me.

Impressed with *Dr. Cooper.



I can't tell enough how grateful I am regarding the level and quality of care that I have received from *Dr. Jaffee 

and *Mary Jo Rajeh OT.  They are both on top of the latest innovations which has proved most beneficial for my 

I have been a patient of *Dr. Barbara Post for the past twenty years.  She has been the best doctor and I feel 

very fortunate that we have grown old together.  I always feel she is very engaged in my visits, never in a rush, 

*Dr. Lyons is an exceptional physician I am fortunate to have her as my primary care physician.

I am most fortunate to have *Dr. Kirk as my doctor.

*Dr. Yarboro performed emergency triple bypass surgery on my heart.  It was life saving surgery.  She is an 

Always find nothing but top dr.'s at UVA and will always recommend *Dr. Renold *Dr. Greer *Dr. Brown Dr. 

I was a patient of *Dr. Frick before to become associated with UVA, and was always pleased with his care.  

Very pleased with *Dr. Engel - She is outstanding in every way -

I am fortunate to have *Dr. Dillon as one of my health care providers.  He is compassionate, knowledgeable and 

accessible.  I tease him about looking 12 years old, but all my doctors look like teen-agers (I'm 76!).  UVA is very 

lucky to have him on staff and I'm lucky to have him as a resource in my care.  He is one of the best! 

*Dr. Densmore and my internist *Dr. Barbara Post are gifts.  They are extraordinary doctors and human beings.  I 

feel lucky to have such high quality care.

*Dr. Kellam was wonderful.  I am so appreciative of both her & staff.

My surgeon was *Dr. Winsten Gwathney and he and his staff have been so good to me.  

*Dr Foff and her staff at neurology are the best among could expect or hope for. I am totally confident in their 

*Dr. Keng is excellent.  I have been 100% happy with his care thus far.

I have put my full - what's needed - in *Mr. Gentzler.  He seen to be on top of his job & my problems.

*Dr. McCarter and the staff at Stoney Creek have always been responsive to my medical well being.

*Dr. Shen, as well as all nurses & staff went over & above all my expectations. 

*Dr. Barrett is very understanding and helpful to those dealing with the issues of diabetes.  He is an advocate for 

helping bring the cost issues to the attention of gov't agencies. 

I live in WV.  My family doctor referred me to *Dr. Adams my problem needed to be seen from a MRI condition 

yearly follow with MRI to simply watch. VERY PLEASED with everyone involved a UVA. 

I can not say enough good things about *Kathleen Lee.  An absolutely wonderful provider.

We (I) have been *Dr. Barrett's diabetic patient for years.  He works well with my family physician, *Dr. John 

McGovern and between them my diabetes has been controlled!  I think *Dr. Barrett cares about me.

Wonderful team from secretary, students, NP & doctors - *Ann secretary is wonderfully pleasant.

*Dr. Lockman and staff are awesome.  They have been very informative and supportive.

I travel a great distance to see *Dr. Westfield because she was provided consistent, quality, professional care to 

me and my family for many years.

Received MRI & blood work prior to seeing *Charlene Exline at Fontaine.  I don't know the names of the three 

that helped me, but they were wonderful from the desk to the blood work to the MRI technician.  I often receive 

MRI's & CT scans & these 3 were the best.  Especially the blood work nurse.  Wish I knew the names!

My husband Courtney Snyder and I are very pleased with the care we have received at _____ at the Medical 

Center - kudos to *Dr. DeVincentis.

*Dr. Shaffrey is my doctor and *Tanya Nguyen, NP saw me on this visit.  She is a very good NP.  She answered my 

*Dr. Newberry is a great doctor she listen to you.  She helps you with all your issues and situations.  If she don't 

have an answer at the time she will call you later and give the answer to your question she's the best gyn. dr. I've 

I thank *Dr. Dalkin is a credit to the University, and you're lucky to have him.  I've seen many doctors in my 33 

years, as a Type 1 Diabetic with numerous complications and he by far is the best.  

*Dr. Park and his team is an asset to UVA.

*Dr. Foff has been amazingly along with everyone else there.  She takes time to explain my condition and I feel 

she truly cares about me as a patient.  I hate to think of where I would be now if I had not gotten help at the UVA 

Health System.  Feel truly blessed to be a patient of this wonderful group.



*Dr. Swan referred me for a second opinion. Everyone was was very nice and I was very pleased with the overall 

*Dr. Fred Whooten was very thorough and pleasant. 

*Dr. Dalkin is an excellent doctor & a very good man.  We are glad he comes to the _____ office to see patients.  

We really haven't had any problems with UVA doctors.  They have always been excellent.

*Miss Lee was very caring and concern about my health and helping me understand the surgery and conditions I 

would be facing.  I really respect her and would _____ her to any one.  She is an asset to the UVA staff.  Don't let 

*Dr. Hatter is one of the few drs. that have been here a number of years that is personable & cares about his 

patients.  His experiences are invaluable I recommend him highly!

I wish all my health care experiences were as positive as those I've had under *Dr. Burns' care at UVA.  The 

support staff has been efficient, professional, and polite.  Ever since my first visit in 2009, right after my initial 

diagnosis of MG, I have felt completely confident in the excellence of my care.

I thank *Dr. Humberson of this office for providing the lifesaving care I need!  Her diagnosis and treatment, and 

willingness to help me is a miracle.  With out her I would not be doing as well as I am!  

Very happy with *Dr. Engel & the staff.

Everything event very well & quickly.  had a great MRI.  *Dr. Vollner was the dr. following up for *Dr. Jane.

*Dr. Hostetter is the one I turn to for help & he is always there.  Both my husband & I sense his concern & care 

for us.  We have been his patients for 15 years & are more than satisfied.  He is a fine man & a knowledgeable 

I'm grateful for *Carolyn Brady's knowledge and personal concern for my health.  She has helped me extend my 

*Dr. Paphitis and all of his nurses and staff are excellent.  The nurses give exceptional care. They are all a 

wonderful group of people.  I recommend anyone to seek their care. 

*Dr. Siriboe is an excellent, caring doctor!  She comes highly recommended by me!  My kids love her.

We have rarely had an issue with UVA; *Dr. Charlton has been an incredibly kind part of Silas' care, and we can't 

think all of UVA nephrology, GI & cardiology enough!

Truly value *Dr. Lepsch - - he takes time and listens to my concerns & issues.

 *Dr. Platts-Mills is a fantastic doctor and I don't mind waiting to see him.  I would rate him higher just for the 

fact that he DOES take time to be with a patient.  Also, he teaches, & with all the new trainees, the time required 

with each patient goes up considerably.  That should be factored into the time allotted with each patient - - 

*UVa is a teaching hospital/facility.  *Dr. Platts-Mills does an extraordinary job and is brilliant.  I do worry about 

transferring my care should he retire.  He is irreplaceable & a gem.

Have been a patient of *Dr. Geilker for a number of years.  I really respect her opinions of my medical need.

*Dr. Vance really understands my disease, Cushing's.  I have been very misunderstood in the Richmond area.  I 

am beyond relieved to be under her care.  I am so thankful for her!

I've never had a bad experience at this clinic, and *Michele is probably the BEST health care professional that I 

have ever come into contact with.

Very impressed with *Dr. Early & his residents & staff.  Facility was wonderful for children.

I have nothing but good things to say about *Dr. Ghanta your staff and your hospital.  I was there for a week 

after open-heart surgery and was treated great.

My experience with *Dr. McLaughlin as my primary care doctor has been very satisfactory and comfortable.  His 

staff seems to be very friendly and efficient.

Love *Dr. Nolan and staff.  Friendly, thorough and very competent.  Thought the receptionist was a little brusque 

in directing me at sign in.  Perhaps she was having a bad day or new to job.

*Dr. Culp is a very good doctor. 

*Sarah Roberts and *Kelly Mahaney are two amazing doctors.  I highly recommend!  Two of the best doctors I 

*Dr. Liu is FANTASTIC!  I see him once a year and it's always a positive experience.

*Dr. Hall and his entire staff are wonderful from *Dr. Hall himself to *Melissa to _____ (who greets folks at the 

main office desk).  I am so fortunate to be in their capable hands.

*Dr. Snustad is always listening, attentive and all one could ask for in a physician!



My experience w/*Dr. Balogun and her staff is always good. She shows a _____ of care and concern for my 

medical problems, and is, in my opinion, an excellent physician, also.

Your team with *Dr. Adams are an exceptionally GREAT group of Health Care Providers!!  I felt so secure in the 

hands of the team as a whole - *Dr. Reid Adams exemplifies what an exceptional surgeon should be in all aspects 

This was my first visit - everyone was very nice I will continue to go back for all my misits - *My *Dr. Laurie 

Archbald was one of nicest dr. I have seen - have lots respect for her.

*Dr. Early was AWESOME & made my son's experience the best yet!!!

*Dr. Macknight is very concerned doctor & some very good nurses.

I broke my leg/ankle on right side and the team of *Dr. Joseph park & *Dr. Park are excellent.  *Andrea helped 

me & her team get ready to be with *Dr. Park. 

*Dr. Park is excellent.  Many thanks to *Joseph Park, MD & all his team!

*Michele Hamrick and staff were very courteous and helpful.  *Ms. Hamrick showed genuine concern for my 

well being and health issues.  She was the consummate professional.  Her skills, abilities and knowledge leaves 

me secure that my best interests are at heart and professionally being taken care of.

Excellent doctor.  Excellent experience.  Wish I had seen *Donowitz a year ago.  

With *Dr. Bertram my wife and I feel very safe and are 100% certain that we are getting the best care possible.  

*Dr. Bertram is a great doctor and friend who is always there when we need him.

*Dr. Shildkrot is a tremendous asset to the great UVA medical staff - I am so grateful for his focus and long-term 

campaign to stay on top complex retina issues.  I give all credit to *Dr. Shildkrot for _____ long-term program 

how we are attacking the root cause and future cure.  He is also caring and concerned with his vast technical 

I'm extremely happy the *D.-Kozower had the knowledge and competent staff to allow me to regain my life.  

Nurse/assistant was humorous and put my son at ease.  *Dr. Albrecht is so down to Earth and warm and friendly 

- spent great deal of time w/us.

UVA hospital staff & cancer center staff have always been great to me.  All of the doctors & nurses I have seen 

have been wonderful.  *Doctor Andrew Romano in hematology/oncology has been my dr. since Nov. 2013.  He 

has been a wonderful dr. & always so helpful to all my families questions. 

This is the second time we have seen *Dr. Lather for broken bones w/my daughter.  She was fantastic both 

times.  She even gave us her cell phone number and offered to meet us at the office on Saturday if we had 

complications.  This was an exceptional gesture, one not many physicians would offer!  We are new to 

Charlottesville and things like this have made us feel very good about our move.

We are very happy with the care received from *Dr. Heinan.  We have recommended her and would 

In 1998 I was hit in the eye while working on my job.  I was sent to *Dr. Prum, he operated on my eye and saved 

my sight.  Since then he has operated on both eyes and kept me with good vision.  He has always been courteous 

and helpful and done his best for me, and I thank God for him -

I have had very good care since 1999 in cancer center and *Dr.Cui's office. Thank you - 

*Dr. MacKnight has been the primary care physician for me any all my family far 10+ years.  We have found him 

to be knowledgeable, caring, attentive and reachable.  We couldn't ask for better care.

*Dr. Deal is an excellent doctor with an excellent staff. 

I have MS I particularly like that a variety of health care workers are available when I come in for routine check 

ups at MS Clinic.  I particularly like *Myla ______ *Denise B_____, & *Leigh Sato.  Thank you all!!

*Dr. Tracey Hoke's visit was one of the best experiences I have had with a doctor in my life 

I had emergency surgery for a detached retina, & *Dr. Lin was outstanding!  He was confident, explained the 

situation & what would be done to take care of it, and was very professional & caring.  A very good experience 

I am always amazed at how fast I am called back to the exam room and how well informed the fellows are that 

interview me before I speak with *Dr. Caldwell.  My condition has been brought under control with amazing 

speed and I am grateful for the treatment I have been given at UVA.



*Dr. Vranic was one of the best doctors I have seen in years!!  Very thorough - kind and well informed.  He was 

prepared for my visit by reading my records PRIOR to the visit - took his time and was gracious to my needs.

*Dr. Lewis is a professional, caring & compassionate doctor - first saw her in 1995!

*Louise Norko and the entire Endocrinology team has been wonderful and I appreciate everything they have 

done for my daughter. 

I would just like to say what outstanding care I have received from *Dr. Lin and all of his staff.  I would also like 

to say what an exceptional resident, *Dr. Kassandra Hanna, truly is.  She has gone above and beyond for me.  I 

would hope that if *Dr. Hanna ever applied for an attending position; that she would receive it.

*Dr. Dinsmare is wonderful!  Her 2 nurse practitioners, *Evelyn & *Margi, are great as well.

I was very pleased with *Dr. Uta Endbruegger and her staff.  They were extremely efficient and worked with me 

to get other appointments before I left their office.  I would HIGHLY recommend them to anyone.

The three providers I saw at UVA - *Drs. Jenkins, S_____ and *Miller, were all extremely professional, 

knowledgeable and thorough.  I had wonderful and productive care at UVA!  Thank you!

Your staff has always been courteous, compassionate and professional.  *Dr. Kohan is the best doctor I have ever 

seen.  I have seen quite a few of the doctors at UVA and so pleased with all of them that I will not seek health 

care anywhere else.  But, *Dr. Kohan always takes extra steps to make sure that I am getting the best care 

possible in pain management as well as referring me to other doctors.  At UVA that she feels confident will be 

able to provide me with the best health care for the problem I ask her about.  She listens to me fully, cares, 

shows concerns, and compassion.  She has actually followed up by calling me personally.  She is amazing doctor 

Other than my general practitioner, all of my doctors are at UVA, and I am extremely happy with all of them.  

*Dr. Lin was very professional and made me feel very much at easy discussing the necessity for the procedure 

and the choices for an end result.  He did a wonderful surgery that helped me both physically and emotionally 

almost immediately and I couldn't be happier with *Dr. Lin and the procedure.  I refer MANY people to UVA.

Very pleased with *Dr. Rindos and staff. 

*Dr. Nadkarni has been a great help to me now for over 3 years & his residents & the best I've ever had.  I have 

multiple medical problems & the doctors have done all they can to make my life as tolerable & comfortable as 

possible.  I appreciate *Dr. Nadkarni's no-nonsense, straight forward approach.  He was kept me on the right 

path since day one & is exactly who I trust to keep me on my feet.  My deepest thanks to all of them.  

*Dr. Singh is an excellent doctor.  My husband is a dialysis patient.  He had a session that day so *Dr. Singh took 

him early because he knows that he is tired.  He is very caring and knowledgeable.  Because of him my husband 

did not lose his food.  I say a prayer everyday for this.

I have always been very pleased with the over-all care of *Dr.'s *Whitehurst & *Gravatte.  They answer all 

questions thoroughly & respect my input as a mother when the visit is with my children.  

I saw *David Strider - (He is a very valuable part of this team - Most of my office visits I see him - He is very caring 

I just changed to this office with *Dr. Engel and I personally love her bedside manner and how very well she 

explains how to handle these issues.

We appreciate *Dr. Garrod SO much!  We were also extremely impressed with her resident, *Zach Coffman.  He 

*Dr. Didelch is a great doctor. Happy and thankful for his work and care of my son.  Very professional, 

All the staff are excellent!  However, *Dr. Vergales & *Leslie Peregay are absolutely amazing!  Their care & 

concern for my daughter is top notch!

*Dr. Vergales & *Leslie Peregay are top notch.  I could not ask for a better team to care for my daughter.  She is 

here because of their exceptional care!

I love UVA and *Dr. John Voss.  He is the greats.  *Dr. Hillary Maitland is the best.

We were so pleased with *Dr.Sara Rasmussen and how helpful, informative, and nice that she was to our son 

and to us as his parents. 

We love *Dr. Pinkston - She is very thorough and has always taken excellent care of our children.



*Dr. Ratliff and staff have been totally caring and attentive to my needs I would highly recommend her to all and 

her staff there is none better *Terri *Minor *Penney.  Thanks to them.

*Dr. Garwood is a good dr.  Very nice & friendly.  Deserves a raise would like him to be in my community of 

*Dr. Hamill-Ruth has been most helpful and has gone to extra length to care for me.  In my opinion she is a top 

I had heard great things about *Dr. Srivastava & am currently working with her to resolve long standing issues.

I think *Leigh Isenhower is a great provider.  I am very blessed & thankful I have her taken care of me.  I am 77 

yrs. old & trust her completely.

It the best hospital, I had every be at.  *Dr. Victor Zaydfudim and *Dr. Daniel Straub are good drs.  I tell everyone 

about your hospital, if I have to go to the hospital again it will be UVA.  I got the best care there from every one.  

*Dr. Browne is EXCELLENT.  I found all of the staff at UVA Medical to be wonderful.  I have no comments to help 

improve a fabulous staff and facility!

*Dr Rembold and his assistants are excellent - great @ follow up & knowledgeable about my condition.

*Terri *Teresa Artale moved her services from Culpeper, VA to Orange, VA and because I feel she is EQUAL to 

any doctor's care, I now drive 40 miles round trip, to continue seeing *Mrs. Artale.  The staff and environment 

This was a visit to the nurse practitioner of my regular doctor, *Dr. Angela Taylor.  She sees me once a year.  I 

now see my regular doctor once a year.  Both providers are excellent.

As a military dependent, I have had many provides I visited Johns Hopkins, VCU, and Dana Farber Cancer 

Institute during my diagnosis with breast cancer, *Dr. Patrick Dillon he is the BEST!  Compassionate, caring, 

always LISTENS to his patients.  His entire staff is empathetic and listens to every patient.

My son's visit was with *Dr. Denny as a follow up after knee surgery on both knees to have his sutures removed.  

It was very difficult with my son's surgery on both knees and travelling from Newport News.  *Dr. Denny was 

very professional and very warm/comforting.  She took care of his medical needs, filled out his paperwork for 

homebound studies, made us laugh and even took a family picture for us.  *Dr. Denny, *Dr. Li, *Dr. Mark Miller 

*Dr. Kirzhner was very caring & compassionate and LISTENED to my situation.  She h as a great connection with 

her patients.  I would highly recommend her!

*Dr. Fu saved my life.  What more can I say.

How fortunate I was to have been *Dr. Black's patient!! His manner AND interaction with his patient is excellent - 

and, he is so enthusiastic about his work.  I would definitely request *Dr. Black again. 

I am only 48 years old and have been dealing with this office for over 5 years.  I am chronically ill and have been 

dramatically declining at a rapid rate.  I truly wouldn't still be alive if it were not for *Dr. Campbell and his 

wonderful nurses and staff.  I would and have recommended this office with the highest rating possible.  Thank 

Exceptional care!  Everyone we encountered was very nice and professional, and they explained all procedures 

and testing.  *Dr. Dean was very thorough in explaining all details of condition.  Extremely happy and satisfied 

I have never had a better physician than *Dr. Duska & her assistant.  Everyone was extremely professional.  Love.

*Dr. Diduch and staff were always professional.  HE ALWAYS explained things thoroughly to my family and I and 

would even sit down to explain things.  

 I live in Edgewater, MD, 1 mi. from Annapolis, moving from VA 2 1/2 yrs. ago, and intend to continue to travel to 

UVA for all, or most of my medical care, for as long as humanly possible.  *Dr. Schectman has been my primary 

for approximately 14 yrs. & is the ABSOLUTE BEST, and MOST thorough (& most compassionate) I've 

encountered in my lifetime.  You're fortunate to have him on staff!  Thank you.

*Dr. Taylor and her team are amazing.  She is the best doctor I've ever been to.  I wish I could find other doctors 

In my opinion, the Breast Cancer Clinic has to be the best and friendliest clinic in the UVA system! Thank you *Dr. 

Showalter and everyone in that place!

*Dr. Cirenza and the team at the HOPE/Pantop's office ware AWESOME!  Thoughtful, professional, willing to 

collaborate w/colleagues to arrive at the best options for treatment.  I speak highly of my care providers 

whenever the opportunity presents itself.



We have received excellent care from *Dr. Cooper - from our very first visit, through the surgery & after care.  I 

would not hesitate referring him to family & friends as well as perfect strangers!  We traveled from 

Fredericksburg, VA after seeing 2 other doctors.  I am so thankful that I trusted my "mothers instinct" & had 

another opinion.  My daughter has healed perfectly with the guidance of *Dr. Cooper & the staff at UVA.  Thank 

Always happy to see *Dr. Post and her staff after 26 years as her patient, I have only the best to say about her 

care. I consider her a friend as well as a physician.

I have absolute faith in *Beth Landis.  Thank you.

 I have been going to UMA for about 12 yrs. now.  I go to Coag nurse once a month & doctors appt. every 3 to 6 

months, so I know everyone pretty good there.  Everyone @ UMA is very professional & treats me with respect 

I am so very happy to have this UVA branch (Locust Grove) so near to my home.  Saves a 1 hr. (round trip) drive 

to Culpeper or an even longer drive to C'ville.  Really, really like and appreciate *Elizabeth Sullivan.

Working with *Dr. Fernandez & *Dr. Sperling and associated staff has been excellent.

I am very impressed & pleased with all the staff & especially *Dr. De Vincentis.  It is so refreshing to finally find a 

doctor who COMMUNICATES so well with her patient; who spends an appropriate amount of time DISCUSSING 

the patient's concern; & who actually LISTENS to the patient & answers questions/concerns with interest.  

WOW!  *Dr. D. & her staff get all "thumbs up" from me. 

*Dr. Gloudeman has cared for my mother 15-20 yrs. ago.  Complicated surgery with great care & compassion.  I 

have been treated annually for 15-20 yrs.  He has been involved in other matters.  Always insist on *Dr. 

*Dr. Loughran is a great doctor.  Many thanks for his direction and assistance.

My visits to this office with *Dr. Venkat Perumal, where the most efficient and friendly visits I ever had!  The 

staff, all staff was very caring and informed.  Thank you for making this experience so fast and safe for me.  I 

My child has an appt. once a year.  The appt. for the next year is made when we leave or is mailed to me shortly 

afterward.  *Dr. McDaniel is always respectful and cheerful.  She had a student with her last appt. and she was 

just as nice as *Dr. McDaniel.  She always answers any questions we have and she addresses my son and never 

*Dr. Snustad & staff make me feel at home & very well taken care of.

*Dr. Patterson is excellent - personable, friendly, enthusiastic and very knowledgeable and thorough.  I feel I'm 

getting the best possible heart care.

*Dr. Courtney is very knowledgeable!  Love her!

*Dr. Scott Seaton is outstanding.  I feel very fortunate that my wife and I have him as our PCP.

Dealing with specialists in following clinics:  Eye, Dermatology, ENT & my own personal physician (*Dr. Ballen in 

University Physicians). I have undergone numerous procedures and it is with sincere gratitude & appreciation I 

have for all members of the hospital staff. 

*Dr. Barrett & staff are very professional - He seems to have concern for me as a pt.

Have been going to Family Practice and *Dr. Gonzalez for OVER 20 years!  *Dr. Gonzalez is the BEST in all areas!

*Dr. Martof and his assistant always made me feel comfortable during my visits.  The staff in the reception area 

are always courteous and helpful.

*Dr. Whitehurst is an excellent dr. and takes time with me.  His office staff are very friendly and professional.

*Dr. Karen Johnston is an excellent provider of information and an empathetic, caring doc with a sense of humor 

that lightens a difficult situation without minimizing the seriousness.  She is a super clinician!! The area 

receptionist is so good with making patients comfortable and is exceedingly helpful. 

*Dr. Sarah Jones is an outstanding doctor and person.

*Dr. Russell and his staff provide excellent care are pleasant and thoughtful.  This was a _____ procedure.  He is 

an excellent surgeon and follows up as my wounds heal.

I've been going to UVA Neurology for 28 yrs. (1987) I have always been treated very well.  I rate *Dr. Goldman 

right up there with *Dr. James _____ Miller.  



 *Dr. DeGeorge was the doctor on duty.  She is excellent to _____ about all ways.  Professional, personal, caring, 

well informed, concerned attitude, etc.  Usually I meet with *Dr. Hamm.  I always feel that he is concerned and a 

good listener and is well informed about me as a patient.  Highly skilled! 

*Dr. Ham & his staff are very friendly & professional.  They are response to my needs.  4 or more times @ year I 

see *Dr. Rambodt.  He and his nurse *Lee are great & generous with their time.

I am extremely pleased with the care I received from *Dr. Snustad.

Best dr. I've had -> *Dr. Pollart.

*Dr. Arenza has been my physician for a blood disorder for 10 years.  Outstanding in all aspects of his specialty.

*Dr. Barrett and the other lady physician were very attentive, listened to my & my wife's concerns & answered 

our concerns clearly & kindly.  They are both easy to talk to and attentive to us.

We are very happy with *Dr. Singer and all the staff.

*Dr. Lem was excellent in all respects.  _____

*Dr. Casey is a first class family care practitioner and the support staff at _____ also perform very well.

*Carmel Nail is a wonderful, caring practitioner.  She has been great during my cancer journey.  Wish there were 

more like her.  Her staff is great too.  I made a good choice when I chose UVA for my cancer surgery. 

Love *Dr. DeGeorge and the ladies at Plank Rd as they are knowledgeable and personable.

*Dr. Christina Brenin is an excellent physician.

*Dr. Boyle is very positive, friendly & easy to talk to.  She shows genuine concern for patients.  Would highly 

We appreciate the good car form *Dr. Payne his partner doctors and his medical staff.  Very friendly, very 

helpful.  Certainly hope they will continue to show good are as my son recovers from surgery.

*Dr. Kollins established a good dr./patient relationship with my 15 yr. old son.  He felt comfortable in telling *Dr. 

Kollins about himself and his goals for getting in better physical health. 

*Dr. Romness & his staff were amazing.  They gave helpful advice for navigating MRI process and provided quick 

follow up.  When the results were inconclusive they consulted with another doctor to get us on the right 

We really like *Dr. Repaske - he has good rapport with my son, who's a senior in high school.  Working with a 

male dr. is more comfortable for my son.  

Not only does *Dr. Cummins communicate well with the parents, he is EXCELLENT, with our daughter.  That 

*Dr. Burns is an excellent physician.

*Dr. Russell is very professional.  Great team!

*Dr. Shen always shows compassion & care.  He works to resolve my problems.  His nurse, *Abby is so 

responsive, compassionate, & caring.  She was very helpful to navigate to a resolution for my problems and to 

Wonderful staff, always friendly and helpful.  *Dr. Post is the best physician I've had - ever.

*Mary made me feel very comfortable.  She was easy to talk with. 

*Dr. Lyons is a wonderful physician.  She has excellent bedside manner and has made me feel very supported 

through a frustrating experience with a condition I am dealing with.

*Dr. Rozycki and staff were flexible in order to address my needs, attentive and friendly.

We loved *Dr. Rodgers, he did a great job explaining surgery, process... and really put _____ at ease!!!

We love *Dr. Ranney and have always been pleased w/visit w/other providers in the practice as well - 

*Dr. Johnson is the best pediatrician in this area. Always pays close attention to detail and is very good with kids. 

I trust him and that is reassuring for a new mother.

*Dr. Krupski took the time to evaluate condition and test results so she could give the advice about surgery but 

took in to consideration by blood pressure and how surgery could present a risk and also talked about quality of 

life issues.  I liked her very much.  

Everyone @ the Emily Clinic Cancer Center is consistently friendly, helpful & professional.  *Dr. Dillian is full of 

knowledge & compassion!!  LOVE him!

*Dr. Diduch is the BEST!!!

*Dr. Saten is truly excellent I am impressed every time. 



*Dr. Volodin has been meticulous in covering all issues I have and explained carefully and fully every aspect of 

what I need to do and that I have choices.  He gave me the choices to make my own decisions. 

Really happy with *Terra Sims!!

*Donna Markey is caring, professional & sensitive to patients needs - Very positive attitude & apparent concern 

I very much like the neurological team.  Very impressive _____.  *Dr. Shah is outstanding; cordial, informative, 

answered all my questions.  I will be back!

*Dr. McCall is an excellent specialist of diabetes -  Also his staff are excellent -   Always show consideration & 

All my visits to the Culpeper UVA Hospital has been good experience's for me especially with the help from 

*Emma lady with S. services there.  She is always helpful to me and my husband as well Dewey Becket.  She is 

through in her work at the Hope Center she is pleasant and easy to communicate with!

*Dr. Dacus was amazing! His staff, esp. cast techs were really great to. Love the UVA hand center!!!

I think UVA hospital has done a great job with me.  UVA hospital is a God's blessing.  Thank you very much 

Seen at the University of Virginia Health System for a CT scan, and then an appointment with *Dr. Michael 

Williams.  I could not be more satisfied with my experiences at either office.  The medical imaging staff 

(especially *Shana) were extremely professional, courteous and helpful, and I consider myself very fortunate to 

be seeing *Dr. Williams, who is obviously extremely knowledgeable, informative, caring and supportive.

 *Dr. Brenin was great in every way. 

*Dr. Fu & staff listened to my questions & helped me with my understanding of my problem.

*Dr. Rasmussen was incredibly easy to understand & communicate with, and shared immense concern for our 

daughter's health.  SHe was an absolute joy to work with despite being as busy as she is!

*Dr. Anneka Schroon is the best provider I have ever been to. I felt safe in her care and knew that she was 

looking out for what was best for me. Her complete professionalism couple wit her compassion is priceless.

My husband has Progressive Supranuclear Palsy and needs my assistance, as well as others, at all times.  Our 

experience with *Dr. Shah and the staff was excellent.

*dr. D'Souza was wonderful. She was filling in for my regular doc *Dr. Fu. I have 2 hours to see *Dr. Fu and will 

continue to do so. He is outstanding.

*Dr. Pinkston gave prompt and serious attention to my son's chest pains.  She ordered an EKG and chest x-ray.  

She followed up an abnormal EKG by scheduling an appointment with UVA pediatric cardiologist.  All this was 

My husband and I are grateful beyond words for the care our son receives from *Dr. Hainstock.  Kudos!

*David Mercer is a man that really cares.  Explains things very well and is ready for questions.  

I really appreciate *Dr. Pollart's care of the whole person & sensitivity to my stressors/factors that would affect 

my care outside of my medical history.

Outstanding treatment & care.  *Dr. Gwathmey is an outstanding surgeon and asset to UVA.

*John MacKnight was very attentive to my injury & made a great referral to Pontops PJ to get me back on track!!  

Would refer him to my friends & family. 

*Erika is terrific.  Concerned, knowledgeable and patient with questions!

*Dr. James Browne is a world class surgeon!

Always a great medical experience - *Dr. Miller is an excellent doctor - I'm glad to be in her care.

*Dr. Cui was wonderful, I had gone to another orthopedic group, that quickly wanted to replace a body part. 

*Dr. Cui follow up with previous exams gave/explained a cortisone shot we should try first.  I am a very active 

athletic 54 year old and knee replacement needed to be my last resort.  I have been pain free and 

walking/running swimming, (skiing) soon I hope since my visit.  Thanks. 

*Dr. Perumal's assistant was fabulous. 

Excellent care - being treated for Melanoma @ UVA all staff - excellent.  Always willing to listen about my 

concerns & help.  Met *Dr. Slingluff once for procedure and cannot say enough good things about him & staff!

So far, *Dr. Nass is a really good dr.  He has helped me so much with my diabetes and weight loss and help me to 

change my way of eating healthy.



I have seen many orthopedics at UVA in the last 30 years including the Klige Center as a child.  *Dr. Parks has 

been the one dr. I have felt comfortable enough to proceed with surgery.  I am thankful and grateful for *Dr. 

*Dr. Enfield & staff are always wonderful.  He really cares about his pts.

*Rachel Sapp in registration area was especially friendly, helpful and efficient! 

This _____ first time with *Dr. D. she was really good.  I like she called me after her working hrs. to let me know 

some things & ask how I was doing.

My overall visits to this office are always very good.  *Dr. Singer treats you as if you are her only patient.

*Paula - the social services worker was VERY helpful!

*Dr. Wooten is knowledgeable, friendly, courteous.  I have always received the best medical care from him.

*Dr. Linda Duska was wonderful!

*Dr. Lepsch is a very caring doctor who provides excellent treatment.  He listens well. 

 When I found out *Emily Girard was now at this office I starting coming here, she's the ONLY health care 

provider that hastruly listened and cared for me!  I know many people who come to this office only because 

I have been a patient of *Dr. Maughan for 19 years.  She's top notch!!

*Dr. Thu Le worked together with the other urologist/nephrologist in order to discuss my case and discuss 

treatment options.  I felt good knowing they had previously met to discuss my medical history before making a 

The staff was extremely attentive:  caring.  *Dr. Quillian was excellent. 

*Dr. Shen was great -

*Dr. Ranney took plenty of time to speak to me and my son about his health she answered his questions as well 

*Dr. Catherine Casey is a fantastic clinician!  She listens to our concerns and provides answers in a timely 

manner.  We recommend her to everyone.

*Dr. Quillian is phenomenal!  An asset to UVA!  Take care of her!

*Ms. Adam was just giving me information about what to expect at the sleep clinic at _____.  She did her job 

well and followed up with a written report.

This was a one time visit with *Dr. Potter to check on our daughter's Lyme disease.  EVERYONE was very friendly 

& very helpful.  We really appreciated *Dr. Potter's quiet & straight-forward approach.  We felt he cared & 

wanted to help.  We are so glad that we were assigned to him.  We appreciated his advice & thorough examine 

*Dr. Snyder is great.  Easily my favorite doctor at UMA.

 *Dr. Carlson is my rheumatologist and I would contact him with related questions.

As always *Dr. Modesitt and personnel always provide the highest quality care, from the transportation folks at 

the front door to *Dr. Modesitt herself.  When you go in you know you are in good hands.  

This visit was excellent.  *Dr. Hayden was wonderful.

Everyone was great, and very good at what they do.  *Chad Wilson is a great caring doctor, can talk to him like 

*Cara Hanby is outstanding!   *Marcia Molnar, *Amana Lane & *Kristie Cole are wonderful too! 

*D. Carlson and all nursing staff are excellent in every way.  Residents also first rate.

I used *Dr. Miller for an epidural steroid injection in the lumbar region of my spine. I live in Augusta county and  

my primary physician is there I was very pleased with UVA facilities. 

*Dr. Gwathmey is amazing! Very caring but direct with what is going on. Could not be happier with his care.

This was my first visit with *Dr. Hall due to inoperable cancer of the tongue.  He was fabulous and I could hear & 

understand every word he said to me.  (This is not always the case with some doctors).  *Dr. Hall was caring and 

very professional.  I would recommend *Dr. Hall to everyone I know with cancer. HE WAS EXCELLENT!!!

*Dr. Waggoner-Fountain and *Dr. Waterhouse provided thorough, compassionate care for my daughter. 

Thankful she is seen by such caring physicians!

Excellent service throughout my entire visit there.  By thanks to all IC nurses they were great.  Thank you *Dr. 

Yarboro for all you did!!!

*Suzanne Cassidy is a wonderful provider.  She is kind and knowledgeable.



*Amanda & *Valerie were great.  They seem to have everything under control.  What a great team.  *Amanda 

helped to explain my pre-op information to me in a way I feel comfortable for my surgery in Dec.  

My visits with *Dr. Phillips are very good.  He and his staff are professional.

*Dr. Kirk always listens to all my concerns and offers very helpful and sound information I never feel rushed and 

am very comfortable discussing my problems with her.

I am extremely grateful for the on-going professional care I receive from *Dr. Manning.

*Ken Bilcheck, MD is well respected and deserves that respect!  I like trusting him - 

Overall, very good to excellent experience, *Dr. Repaske and her staff took time to explain complicated ideas & 

offer clean choices. 

*Ms. Sims is especially compassionate and well-trained.  

*Dr. Diduch and staff @ his office are always very professional.

*Dawn Shaver & *Ms. Vance.  Are also included in the care for this visit and are wonderful caring compassionate.

My visits with *Dr. Brockmeier have been very satisfactory.  I am to have a reverse, total shoulder arthroplasty & 

*Dr. B. has explained the procedure to my satisfaction, gave me enough time, was courteous & respectful.

Although there was a long line @ Registration the clerks were incredibly courteous & VERY efficient & friendly.  

*Dr. Hashisaki's resident was very professional & his "bedside manner" was wonderful!  The audiologist test 

center was very kind & pleasant as well.

*Gwen is always warm and friendly, as well as the nurses and *Dr. Kollins but we love walking in to *Glen's 

welcoming face!  Great environment for kids to feel safe and not be scared! 

I am over all extremely pleased with my experience.  I will absolutely recommend *Amy Radigan to my friends & 

*Dr. Dalkin was very thorough and helped me understand my progression with post menopausal bone density 

issues and concerns. 

*Dr. Payne (and his residents/interns) were part of the team removing my pituitary tumor.  I cannot imagine a 

better experience.  Everyone was kind, knowledgeable, caring, and really took their time with explanations.

I have been using UVA Dental Dept. for at least 25 years with *Dr. Galbrath as my dentist.  *Dr. Galbrath and 

those who work with him have always helpful and pleasant and still are - I feel as though they're another family 

for me - I certainly have NOT any complaints.  Thank you  

Very pleased with *Dr. Rahma.

We love *Dr. Lisa Hainstock!

Excellent customer care & *Cheryl has been great in scheduling tests & appointment to minimize trips because I 

*Dr. Tucker is an EXCELLENT provider and I feel her care and concern for me threefold. She is an EXCELLENT 

listener and top notch cardiologist! 

The results of *Dr. Brockmeier's shoulder replacement are AMAZING!  I'm looking forward to going back to 

teaching yoga without all the pain over the last decade or more!

*Dr. Taylor is the best doctor I have ever met!

My husband and I love *Dr. Romness!  He explains everything so we can understand it and definitely spends time 

with our son!  He always is smiling and has a great sense of humor!  He is a great provider!

*Dr. Patterson is very knowledgeable, patient, and shows serious concern about my well being.

I... NIH for many years - _____ *Dr. Strand one of the best young doctors I have seen in years.

*SHAWNA N. is the most efficient tech I have seen.

I have always enjoyed my check-up visits with *Dr. Bolton.

Thanks so much to *Dr. Dunsmore and Bailey's surgeon *Dr. Mcgahren!  Her breathing is so much better with no 

wheezing anymore.  I'm so thankful for my healthy, energetic little girl and to UVA Children's Hospital.

*Dr. Denton is an excellent dr. as well as his staff.  Great job. 

*Dr. Rebecca Dillingham and *Debbie Childs are excellent health providers.  They have been wonderful to me.

This was my initial visit to *Dr. Baker.  Since he had only the information I gave him and not the history from my 

prior doctor I was very satisfied as to how my visit went.



*Dr. Vance is excellent!

Staff is courtesy, nurse is gentle - *Dr. Grice - professional, honest and explains & listens to concerns about me 

and has explained any ? ask her yet is also very - concerned when you talk she looks at your and talks about 

I am very satisfied with the service of *Dr. Kramer and his staff.  They are very professional and knowledgeable.

*Tiffany is very nice & helpful.  *Dr. Baber is careful to talk to patients * explain _____.  We are comfortable with 

I could not ask for better care.  *Leigh Ann is very caring and knows what she is doing. 

*Dr. Morgan is the best of the doctor at UVA and the best anywhere?? He is an asset to UVA!!

*David and team all GREAT; so caring & wonderful & full of knowledge.

What a wonderful team at Hope Center Pantops.  *Dr. Cirenza is the most empathetic, humble, knowledgeable 

and professional doctor I have ever come in contact with.  The nurses in the infusion center are all angels.

*Dr. Jaffe has always been very helpful to me as to my general health situation.

This was my first visit w/ *Dr. C I have high anxiety and was immediately @ ease w/ him. I appreciate his bedside 

manner and ability to speak to me as an adult. As long as I need an ENT. and *Dr. C is around, he's the only one 

*Dr. Schiff and his whole team provide wonderful care.  His nurse *Kristie Coles is especially outstanding.

*Dr. Blake Garmon is awesome!!  I have avoiding getting any care for 10+ years.  He listens & understands my 

*Dr. was polite and courteous of my child and myself not so much of the staff working around him.

*Dr. Jennifer Kirby has been extremely helpful to me regarding diabetes.

*Dr. Lokare was fantastic.

 *Dr. Ramsdale is my oncologist.  My primary care is *Dr. Hahn. Cancer diagnosis but not emergent care. Same 

day as infusions. Further biopsy. Husband present. Don't believe really applicable as cancer treatment. Cancer. 

Losing *Dr. Kane will definitely be a UVA loss.

*Dr.Davis is wonderful has called to ask about my wait w/ cardiologist & to follow up! Wonderful bedside 

 *Dr. Mendelsohn was very helpful.

*Elizabeth Sullivan was very attentive, caring and proactive about addressing my potentially very serious medical 

concern.  Her follow up afterwards was above and beyond.

*Dr. Dokun is wonderful and I feel blessed that he became my doctor while at UVA! I tell everyone how great he 

is and how concerned he is.

I always feel comfortable at this clinic. *Dr. Moorman and NP *Donna are wonderful.

*Dr. Dame is the best GP I've ever had.  Very thorough, personable, charming.  I'd recommend her to anyone!!!

I have the highest respect for the care I have received from *Dr. Olsakovsky & her staff.  I have recommended 

her to my family & friends.

Always good with *Kim - EXCELLENT.

  I have found *Dr. Brenin to be excellent, very caring and compassionate & very interested in my status with 

I am VERY FORTUNATE to be *Dr. Shaffrey's patient!  

I value *Dr Todd Bauer greatly.  He and his team show professionalism and expertise.  They seem to sincerely 

care about me and my concerns.  

*Dr. Ferguson was great!  We received the most information and positive feedback from her then anyone we've 

seen.  He made sure we had all our questions answered and felt good before we left I look forward to seeing him 

This office is one of the most consistently greeted in a timely and efficient fashion - not long waits.  *Dr. Wilder 

spends plenty of time with me.

*Dr. Portell is a specialist who is good at what he does.

*Dr. Gwathmey is an excellent physician.  He has helped me a great deal over the past year, listening to my 

concerns with sincerity, compassion; and he has responded to my needs with great skill.  One of the best doctors 

I really love having *Dr. Platts-Mills as my doctor.

First-class in every way.  *Dr. Santen is a treasure.

We really liked *Dr. Smith.

 *Dr. Portell, the nurses & staff are great.



I was impressed with everyone I dealt with during my visit there.  All were friendly, polite, caring and went out of 

their way to help me.  I really like *Dr. Wang and his staff - all were patient and seemed focused on me and my 

issues.  I left feeling a bit relieved about my up-coming procedure.  I trust that I will be well cared for. 

The staff was very courteous, efficient and very professional. *Dr. Wilson is an excellent doctor and I appreciate 

her knowledge and professional manners. 

*Dr. Wooten is NEVER late & frequently early. He is very knowledgeable & shows utmost respect to patients & 

their caregivers. He is one of the best!

*Kimberly is an excellent dr. and has outstanding care and concern for her patients.

Very pleased that *Dr. Barnes was "so" informative.  Although he was a substitute for *Dr. Stephen, he 

expressed the differences in how they each would view her case and tests run... I respected the fact the "he/*Dr. 

Barres" addressed this and showed respect for his colleague.

*Dr. Pollart is absolutely outstanding.  She always makes me feel important.  She is very understanding and 

So sad that *Andy M_____ has retired.  He is THE BEST dentist my family & I have ever had!!!

We were looking for a cardiac surgeon.  Our doctor referred us to *Dr. Irving Kron.  I think he is the BEST!  We 

are so blessed to live with in a one hour drive of UVA Hospital.

I really liked *Dr. Landen, he seemed really concerned about me.  I can't thank him enough for what he did.  

Thank God for him & his staff.

My experience could not have been better.  *Dr. Bowman is a truly outstanding physician in every way - brilliant 

Very happy with *Dr. Krupski and staff.

*Dr. Blackhall was outstanding. Far exceeded expectations. The only DR. at UVA whom we felt that way about.   

*Dr. Grice is one of the most outstanding doctors I have seen - his care, thoroughness, follow-up care - no 

waiting - he knows what needs to be done and does it!!  All very efficient.

*Dr. Leone is a excellent dr. and takes the time to listen to you, writes down and takes note about your health 

concern.  Overall *Dr. Leone really help me with my medical concerns and is a wonderful health care provider.

*Evelyn Grant & *Ted Galbraith are the best!  I have never had anything but great experiences with them.

*Dr. Grice was awesome!  She is by far the best doctor I have ever seen.  Give her a raise.

*Dr. Hays has an excellent TEAM.  *Dr. Hays her nurse & her PA are available, helpful, concerned & willing to 

I see *Lori because I have sleep apnea.  Everyone is very professional & polite.

*Dr. Krupski has cared for me for years and is very forthcoming with her thoughts, concerns, plan of action.

We love *Dr. Lau.  She is an amazing surgeon and person.  Her team of doctors were very _____.

I have my lab work done at my primary phys. office so as not to have to make the 3 hr. drive to UVA every 3 

months so they (my primary phys.) gives me my lab results.  But *Dr. Argo's nurse does call me with any changes 

to medications that *Dr. Argo prescribe I am very pleased with him & his staff - 

Very impressed with *Dr. Campbell - his concern, sensitivity and follow up - best I have had in years!!

*Dr. Harrison and the staff at UVA are outstanding medical professionals.  In addition, they are a very kind and 

compassionate staff.  The pleasant and relaxed atmosphere at UVA put my mind at ease during the visit.

*Dr. Miller is an excellent doctor.  I wish I had more doctors like her.  The staff are very caring to me.

I felt very secure in *Dr. Russell hands and was very please with the outcome of my surgery.  He is a very skilled 

*Kesser was very approachable, knowledgeable, and interested.  Great dr.  

*Dr. Statuta is outstanding.  Very thorough, listens well, clear with instructions.  Lovely personality.

I have seen *Joyce Geilker for abut 20 years and always have an excellent experience with her and her team, for 

routine visits and for emergency/urgent situations.  *Dr. Geilker's "bedside manner" is really excellent!  She is 

genuinely concerned about her patients - Several of my friends go to her also and we always share out great 

*Dr. Dalkin has been an excellent physician for me.

My provider is *Dr. Aumari Gonzalez.  

*Dr. Lepsch and his team are professional and caring.  I trust *Dr. Lepsch with my health & safety - In fact, I have 

referred several new co-workers to him over the past 10 years -



This was the best doctor's visit.  Within two days of contacting *Dr. Liu's I had an appt.  After the appt. my 

procedures were scheduled for that week.  This was the most painless scheduling process I've ever had.  The 

care was phenomenal, by not just the doctor but his assistant and nurses.  I was beyond impressed after my first 

visit, which made me very relaxed for my procedures the following week w/*Dr. Liu.  *Phenomenal.  I will 

definitely refer UVA to everyone and make UVA my preferred facility.  Thank-you.

This is an excellent practice and caring staff all around.  I always feel well cared for and respected... NEVER 

rushed out the door, yet never late either!  Not sure how they do it but keep up the great work.  *Dr. Hullfish is 

Internal medicine at Northridge has ALWAYS - (approx. 23 years) given me excellent care.  Most especially *Dr. B 

*Dr. DeVincentis is one of the best in the medial profession.  She has always met my needs to the utmost degree 

in every aspect of caring for me and my health requirement.  We need more doctors like her.

*Dr. Matthew Green is a very good dr. and I am glad to have him serving our community in Louisa County.

I find *Leigh Isenhower, to be a very caring, understanding of me and her job!   

Thank you for everything!  *Doctor Mosteanu is a great doctor!

Love *Kate Becker.

*Dr. Dillon is not only a very knowledgeable and skilled doctor but also a very caring and compassionate one.

*Dr. Cirenza is a wonderful doctor - so glad he's on my team.

We appreciate *Dr. Pinkston's deep commitment to providing excellent care for both our sons.

*Carolyn is great.  Answers many questions and always follows up on test results.

*Dr. Quillian referred past notes or conversations we had had and asked for updates on past issues, even those I 

had not thought about asking about.  She is great!

*Dr. Dillion is an excellent physician. 

My life & health is much better because of the care of *Pamela Oakley Whiting over the years.

I can't say enough good things about *Dr. Wilson.  She's the best.  I have seen her at both of her offices and have 

been pleased.  The UVA office is by far the most efficient office I have ever been to.  The staff is great!  I 

I can't say enough about *Dr. Grosh and his team.  I feel like I am in the best hands at each visit.  He is very 

knowledgeable and concerned about my health.  He always takes time to make sure I understand what is going 

*Dr. Black is very professional -  He fully explained his procedure, and answered all my questions prior to 

I went to *Dr. Brenin for a second opinion.  *Dr. Brenin has an excellent reputation and I was very impressed!

*Dr. Douvas is great.  He is very thorough.  He is a caring physician who always wants to communicate clearly 

and answer any questions.

I only saw *Dr. Kindwall-Keller once for a consultation, but I will continue in her care as she is an excellent 

*Dr. Black is very good & I would recommend him to anyone that needs _____ surgery!  

Very impressed and pleased with *Dr. Deal and her staff. 

*Dr. Zadrozny and his staff were kind compassionate and WONDERFUL!   

*Dr. Lewis is great! She is the 2nd MD I've seen for my health issue and she's been nothing but great.

I asked *Dr. Brown if she knew of any studies for diabetics at UVA within 2 months I am part of a research study.  

A fantastic experience!  I hope to be involved with more.

*Dr. Volodin is very caring!  He goes far beyond what I would have expected.

*Dr. Hong showed exceptional kindness in fitting me in under difficult circumstances.  He was highly 

professional.  I am grateful for his care.

So VERY THANKFUL!!!  For *Dr. George McDaniel coming to Lynchburg, VA to continue follow-ups for our son.   

*Dr. Brown is super!

Smart, talented, personable physician.  *Dr. Rubendall shows concern for my overall health and returning me 

back to excellent health.  Easy to talk with, great explanations.  One of the great ambassadors at UVA 

*Mrs. Jones is a great doctor and I respect her.  She shows the she cares and that what I like about her.

*Ms. White left me with the impression that she was well trained and had benefited from her association with 

*David Mercer is incredibly knowledgeable and human -



*Dr. Freilich and the residents, nurses and staff are excellent teamwork to take care a patient.

 *Dr. Jeff Young (surgeon) is the single, most singular, congenial, affable, amble, personable, happiest man I have 

EVER met, AND he is a technically EXCELLENT surgeon and physician as well!  He SAVED my life, resolved huge 

medical issues for me, and was an excellent teacher, mentor and guide to his students *Dr. John Davis (surgical 

resident) and P______ Z______ (3rd yr. med student)!  His assistants *Amy Bunts and *Hope Hancock were 

INCREDIBLY helpful and supportive also. I  thank him for his excellent surgical and follow up care, and 

THANK/THANK/THANK him for SAVING my life (and for taking SO MUCH long-time pain away!)!!!  THANK YOU!!!

*Carmel Nail is excellent!

*Doc Southerland is the best!  Listens to everything.

*Dr. Russell and his staff is very professional and caring.  He listened to my concerns, and explained the 

procedure I was having performed.  I felt very comfortable the entire time.  I respect *Dr. Russell immensely.

*Tanya was very professional and knowledgeable.

*James Shorten - excellent, knowledgeable, personable.

*Dr. Hainstock was fantastic!  Our visit was also with *Katie Heck - our lactation consultant.  She was wonderful 

to work with.  She helped us troubleshoot and anticipate future challenges.  We had a great experience!

*Dr. Vergales took exceptional care to listen to my son and me and to explain what he was talking about and 

concerned about in a manner my 10 year-old could better understand.

The first visit with *Dr. King, and it was great he answered all our questions and concerns, plus *Mary is 

*Dr. Rubendall is wonderful, he listens to my needs and is always available to help!

Dentistry at UVA is one of the best run clinics I've encountered. The front desk staff set the bar (*Cindy in 

particular) & the professionalism & knowledge encountered there.

My daughter has been a patient of *Dr. Johnson's since May 2014 and we have always been happy with him and 

*Dionna.  My daughter had the flu - this past November and they were always helpful when I called with 

concerns.  Could not be happier with the care they provided.

I would highly recommend *Dr. Grosch to anyone I know needing a hematologist and/or an oncologist.

I was very happy with the care I received from *Dr. Thompson.  It was a very positive experience, which, in my 

experience with health care providers in the past, is unusual.  I really appreciated the care and respect she 

We really like *Dr. Uthlaut.  He always calls with test results.  Sometimes he calls just to ask how the patient is.

I just prefer *Dr. Richard Bentley Calhoun.  I also prefer doctor's have an "actual" chart in hand other than 

computer/or go with a paper chart.

*Dr. Reed and especially *Dr. Gurrola are the best asthma related doctors I have encountered.  Not to disrespect 

other excellent Drs. in my history, but *Drs. Reed and Gurrola were ace-expert with the vision device in my 

sinuses. *Reed and *Gurrola were absolutely pain - free.

*Dr. Mosteanu is a wonderful doctor who truly cares about me as a person.  He didn't make me feel like just a 

patient.  I have been battling an illness since June 2, 2015 and he has gone above and beyond to get me back to 

being healthy again!!  Truly one of the best doctors I have ever had!!

*Dr. Douvas EXCEEDS all expectations in every category you want to measure!

I see *Dr. Densmore 2 X/yr.  He is excellent:  smart/caring/listens well.  Other aspects of UVA are good to very 

We adore *Dr. Roberson & feel she does a great job in helping us provide the best care for our daughter.

I would not go anywhere else unless forced to.  Love *Dr. Mason and this practice & staff.

Most definitely would refer *Dr. Deake.

I feel very fortunate that *Dr. Asthagiri was assigned to me when I needed brain surgery 2 1/2 years ago.  It 

could have been a very frightening experience, but in his capable care, I felt safe and well cared for.  Thank you!

I am a new patient of *Dr. Daniero, and is far I am happy with the care that he and his staff are giving me.  

Everyone has been polite, friendly, & professional.  It is wonderful to have a dr. with his expertise, this close to 

*Dr. Jenkins is super.



I have been pleasantly surprised by the ease of getting an appointment with *Dr. Gwathmey.  I am accustomed 

to waiting weeks or even months to see similar specialists and have gotten in within days every time that I 

*Kathleen has provided me with excellent care!  I would highly recommend her to any prospective patients.  

She's a outstanding care provider.

I felt very well taken care of by *Dr. Rubendall, his resident, and the entire team; I would highly recommend this 

facility to anyone!

NP *Helen Molnar is a very caring and professional.  Very good at asking questions about my health.  And 

answering my questions about medicines and other nutrition questions.  

I think *Dr. James Mann is a very good doctor & *Stephanie is also very helpful to me.  Everyone treated me with 

*Dr. Park has been caring for our injured daughter for 4 months and always had her best at heart.  He's top rate, 

compassionate, and full of medical knowledge.  

*Dr. Ira Stephens is responsive to our concerns and questions, whether it's during all office visit or after hours.  

She is caring, considerate, and knowledgeable.  We are very happy with the care she has provided our daughter.

*Dr. Harrison and *Dr. Elias are great.  They are caring for your needs.

I also had an MRI at UVA Imaging at Fontaine.  The technologist was *Nancy M.  She was very kind and had a 

*Dr. Sharma's nurse was fantastic!  Gave me a number to call with questions and calls are returned the same 

*Christine Lau was very nice and completely professional.

This appointment was easy to schedule, had friendly staff, and a doctor who treated my child with respect.  I 

appreciated how *Dr. McDaniel spoke directly to my child instead of me.  Excellent visit!

I needed to have this appointment scheduled in one week from my previous visit.  The receptionist office staff 

worked with me to find a time that worked for me at one week from my previous appt even though it was 

Thanksgiving week and the office and doctor were already busy.  Great work!  *Dr. Deal was very nice, polite and 

explained me in detail all I needed to know about my treatment.  Thank you!  

*Dr. Slingluff was amazing - explained things well -  

I feel that *Dr. Kohan went out of her way to make me feel safe in her hands and that she would do her best to 

treat me.  I feel very fortunate that she was in charge of my procedure.

*Dr. Vance always provides highest quality attention - taking great interest in two way discussion of my 

condition and gives me confidence in her diagnosis.

*Dr. Harrison spent all the time needed to ascertain a diagnosis - QUALITY time, much appreciated!

Very informative & I was given options.  *Dr. Morgan is very personable which accounts a lot for a patient. 

We love *Dr. Schneider and we love the Battle Building!  So much more convenient to get in and out of.

 "My *Doctor Macik, she is great doctor and person I like her very much+++... 

*Dr. Padia, is very nice and caring to my mother.  Also to myself & my concerns for my mother.  Need MORE LIKE 

*Dr. Olsakovsky - 100% success record re: cataract operations.

This was a follow-up for sudden and severe kidney function degradation about 18 months ago.  *Dr. Erdbruegger 

was up to speed on my history, including interim routine check ups and blood tests with other doctors.  She had 

my records open in front of her in the exam room, which I appreciated.

*Dr. Wilson is an excellent, compassionate and friendly doctor!

*Dr. Lather was excellent and listened to our concerns and needs we are very happy with her care!  Thank you!

Very impressed with *Dr. Rindos.  Wish she could be my primary doctor.

*Dr. Brenton is absolutely wonderful - one of the best physicians we have for our child.

*Dr. James Browne & his staff are phenomenal!

I was impressed how much time *Dr. Darby spend with me.  He seemed interested & explained my options for 

possible procedures.  

*David Mercer is very good at his job!  My son has had a difficult time with getting his ostomy pouches to stay 

on.  *David took one look at his storia and gave my son the solution to fix the problem with keeping the pouches 

on.  My son is relieved and thankful *David could help him.  



I was delighted by the courtesy & care shown by all staff & providers.  *Dr. Shen in a very special man, 

professional & caring plus he is amazing surgeon!

 *Dr. Lau was very responsive to our concerns, listened with an open _____ attitude, and was not only obviously 

extremely competent, but THE most INVESTED doctor in charge of my husbands health following surgery.  MOST 

My experience with UVA was outstanding.  Thanks to *Dr. Shehan and his staff for outstanding surgical 

 I felt that neither the team nor my attending physician (*Showalter) felt themselves to be rushed or frazzled in 

*Liz is extremely professional and takes the time to explain everything.  She is caring and very competent.  In the 

office area, *Tiffany is always nice and pleasant.  Love them both!

I thought the entire staff was excellent.  The care given to me by the recovery nurse, *Kathy Critchfield, RN was 

Very good hospital.  Especially *Dr. Duska.  Clean, knowledgeable.  Very good doctor.  Nice.  Great wonderful 

doctors.  And * Anita who works with *Dr. Duska.

*Wanda was very helpful & greeted me warmly when I entered. 

Technologist *Sara was wonderful - gentle, reassuring, competent. 

*Wanda check up in as soon as we arrived.  Made us feel right at home.

*Brenda, *Evelyn, *Sheila and *Mary help to make these tests so much better for my husband.

My compliments to *Bethany - professional, friendly - "spot on."

*Kevin was outstanding.  He researched solutions, presented options, and was very friendly & helpful.  He is an 

asset to the health system.

*Wanda saw to our every need.  Check on us several time. Friendly.

*Allison was a very special nurse - perfect in her job - 5 stars. *Nancy in MRI was excellent also friendly and kind. 

*Dr. Hendon's office staff are the best.

*Donna was my nurse for the last 2 treatments - and she is great - But everyone has been so kind and so helpful 

*Dr. Lobo and his staff are very knowledgeable and are supportive of transplant patient.  

*Mary worked with me on the date stated on front.  The week before it was *Tracy.  Both were very helpful and 

did an excellent job.

*Greg in _____ recovery did an excellent job of making sure I was comfortable.

*Dr. Sheehan and his staff were great to work with.

From *Angela at the registration desk, to *Elizabeth (RN) who drew blood and set up IV, to the wonderful *Kale 

who did the CT scan, experience couldn't be better -

I was very impressed with this facility and would return there and also recommend it to others.  *Dr. Z was 

awesome!  Wish he could be my regular physician!

*Ralph B. was very polite.

*Ashleigh T. x ray tech *Elizabeth - speech pathologist & *Dr. Contrella were all very nice & helpful.

*Evelyn was GREAT - so friendly & nice & kept me informed.  The lady who started my IV, was WONDERFUL, she 

was an African American lady who said she had been nursing for 30.. (or 40?) years (is her name *Cheryl?  I can't 

remember) she was remarkable!  EXCELLENT!  And *Kriss (or *Krissy) was a great technologist.  She was very 

thorough, explained everything to me, and made sure I was comfortable. 

*Kerry was outstanding.  Our entire experience during the test, examination and visit was of the highest order.

How fortunate we are to have *Avery Evans, MD here at UVA.  He is an excellent doctor with a rare quality ; he 

cares about his patients.

*Lois Fulks - this lady was excellent.  If NP-BC but also kind and caring. 

All your staff were great.  *Tiffany D_____, *Lynn V_____ & *Dr. Fox & *Dr. E_____.

I received excellent care.  I especially commend to you *Drew Harrell *ANDREW HARRELL.  If it wasn't for him, I 

could not have taken the treatment.  I had a phobia of being pinned down.  *Drew helped me GREATLY!  All the 

other therapists were very pleasant and caring as well.

I would specifically ask for one of these three ladies to do my treatment because they were so good to me.  *Liz 

Howard, *Tara Montgomery and *Margie Gilroy.



Always good experience I've had 8 nurses for 8 visits - they've all been friendly, concerned & helpful.  *Margie 

G_____ (sp?) only once to point out major things on blood test result - appreciated!

*Dr. Baer was very professional & showed compassion & concern.

Met by *Clayton in garage & he made us feel like the most important people in the hospital.  The same when we 

left.  UVA is very fortunate to have an employee like him.  He just bubbles in a good way!

Staff was wonderful.  Really good care from *Leanne after surgery.  Very professional.

Was taken care of by *Christopher K.  Super nice!

*Mr. Jim did my 4 yr. old daughter's sleep study.  He was AMAZING!  Couldn't ask for anything more!

*Donna, RN is a wonderful caring, professional nurse.  She went out of her way to insure my comfort and 

showed genuine concern for my welfare.  *Donna was able to answer all of my questions. & made me feel well 

cared for & safe.  She is a  true asset to the EC Cancer Center. *Dr. Showalter is a bright patient dedicated 

physician.  He takes time with patients to explain procedures fully & answers all questions completely.  He is kind 

Excellent:  A physician (*Sheehan) who has empathy and understands the science and art of medicine.  A role 

Have already recommended and spoke highly of the dr. & staff to friends and neighbors.  THANKS for *Dr. 

Showalter!!!!!!  *Dr. Timothy Showalter.

*Donna & *Pat were excellent entire staff friendly & caring.

I was late due to traffic back up on 64.  The staff was very understanding.  *Dr. Gleason did NOT rush my visit 

due to my lateness - Just the opposite.

My son was very nervous for test as soon as she called his name he said "Hi, Beth!"  and immediately relaxed.  

He loved *Beth, she is SO FRIENDLY, gentle, efficient.  It was like visiting a friend.  

*Michelle the technician who provided service in making my orthotics is OUTSTANDING.  Can't say enough good 

things about her assistance.  

Everyone in Rad-Onc is absolutely amazing.  *Dr. Read, *Dawn, *Andrew, *Cindy, just to name a few made the 

experience so much easier to handle!

My visits to UVA are always good.  *Jennifer Greene and *Dr. Stephen Caldwell are the best.  They have been so 

good to me and the people at UVA are always friendly and nice.  

As a physician myself, I was very apprehensive about my procedure.  *Dr. Michael Fox was excellent - very 

knowledgeable, kind and skilled.  I am very grateful to him and the whole team. 

*Dr. Lori Grove is great!

*Tiffany Davis was my registration person and she made the process easy and quick.

*Sara W. explained everything that was going to happen.

I would have to say that *Dr. Lambert, his assistant and my nurse, *Tiffany made me comfortable and helped 

with my nervousness about the Barium swallow so I felt at ease.

*Dr. Lambert introduced *Dr. Burruss and wanted a little history of why I was there.  I explained about choking 

when eating and what I thought was happening.

*Mark is treated at UVA about every 6 months - (has brain tumors) everyone knows us and gives us the best of 

I am a 4'9" & 81 yrs. old - BAD back & need to avoid stress.  *Marsha put me in a sling & saved most of pain - She 

& a student helper were great!

*Kevin and *Dwayne well the best!!!  

*Ms. Lori is a very loving lady & very comforting as we came in B/4 infection.

*Lori, who put in the "IV" for the contrast, was wonderful.  She explained everything so well and gave my 

daughter warm blankets.

The treatment staff is always kind, courteous and professional.  Everyone from the ladies who monitor blood 

pressure to the excellent nursing staff, especially *Phillip & *Tara, have been excellent caregivers.

*Dr. Shim is an excellent doctor and very thorough.  The techs in his group were both outstanding and made the 

visit/tests so much more bearable.

Loved *Theresa at the desk and all nurses I met were wonderful.



*Dr. Tim Showalter superb!  Nurses were comforting & professional.

*Dr. Gleason was outstanding - explained everything was patient and very considerate.  She is obviously very 

knowledgeable but also very patient centered.

Thank you, for the excellent care, your kindness, and thoughtfulness while I was under your care.   I was a 

patient of *Dr. Hullfish she is an EXCEPTIONAL GREAT DOCTOR the best. Let her know.  Give her a raise. 

*Dr. Gleason was really great.  The test was made to seem easy and it was.  A wonderful experience.

I was very please and actually sent *Dr. Shen's nurse a thank you for her kindness.

*Ms. Stewetevant is one of the most caring, competent, concerned, knowledgeable, and thorough health 

professionals I have met.  The support staff - *Tiffany, *Abigail and *Jim are excellent as well -

The staff harmony is readily seen, and much appreciated.  I have recommended *Ms. Stewetevant and her team 

to many friends who are interested in possibly having their hearing tested. 

*Dr. Johnson is awesome!

*Tara was great - helpful & kind to both me and my wife.

*Leo on 6th floor East was an outstanding nurse.  Couldn't have asked for a better person!!!

Excellent care - thank you *Dr. Sheehan, *Greg Paterson, et al.

This treatment was life changing in a very positive way. Many thanks to *Dr. Reed and team!

*Brian Cassidy - very thorough in his job.

*Stephanie is delightful- helpful, courteous, friendly, kind.

*Bryan, *Kathryn, *Dawn, were totally professional yet friendly and personable.  Very comforting experience.

*Dr. Timothy Showalter is absolutely the best physician I've ever had the good future to provide care.  Most 

helpful, knowledgeable, good hearted.

This was my 3rd MRI at UVH Imaging and has also been a pleasant experience.  *Bridget, *Laura and *Brech 

were very professional.  Thanks.   

I travel 2-1/2 hours because the care is SO good and I appreciate the staff greatly.  I love, love, love *Kathryn 

*Jose did an excellent job of making my daughter feel at ease.

*Maggie Bennett and *Drew Harrell were my radiation therapist.  Awesome people.  Put me at ease and 

comfort for 6 weeks.  *Theresa O'Brien was my nurse and very helpful!  Answered every question and concern.

Nurse *Destiny was excellent -

*Ms. Rabin was outstanding!  Professional, thorough, personable & obviously well experienced -  *Ms. Rabin is 

an asset to UVA Health...

Tell everyone about how well I'm treated and how grateful I am to have *Dr. Kennedy & *Dr. Gay as my 

physicians - I give credit also to *Dr. Leon Bass & *Dr. Shaniyeh for sending me to UVA.  By God's hand and these 

*Stephany was very friendly and professional.

*Sue was performing my sonogram, and I was very impressed how delicately she was scanning my neck!  She 

was calm and confident, and I knew that I am in good hands!

A very good experience *Dr. Awe helped me to get some mobility back.  

My overall assessment of the treatment I have received, since March 2013, has been outstanding.  The staff 

makes me feel like FAMILY rather than being a patient.  Thank you to *Dr. Read & staff.

Surgeon *Agurval was and is wonderful.

*Ashleigh T the X-ray tech was warm, friendly and carefully explained the procedure.

*Dr. De Lange explained the test results after my procedure.  He was through in explaining was the test results 

*Bridget is friendly and helpful.

Kudos to nurse *Paul.  Techs *Laura C. and *Brenda.

*Hillary is very kind & patient.

Excellent *Blair & *Melanie.

*DREW is amazing courteous caring clear/inforamtive professional sense of humor upbeat friendly.

I have a needle phobia.  *Jose was great and helped me feel better about the procedure.  He did a great job!



*Jose was very thorough & very nice!

*Ester performed this exam on me approximately 3 yr. ago and was wonderful - very personable & explains 

thing well - patient and nice personality.

*Debbie Romano keeps her patients informed well.  

Two appt same say was excellent for distance driving 2 hours away.  *Dr Rubin & *MabeKiser very good & 

I love the enthusiasm attitude of "*Clifton" - the guy out in the parking.  He always have a smile that makes my 

*Tiffany S. was very friendly and efficient.

*Ellen was great.  She is an asset to the radiology department.  She explained my procedure, performed the test 

and before you know it I was out the door.

*Rose Mary Quarles is a great nurse!  She always takes time to explain everything and listen to me.

*Mary is always delightful!

*Tiffany Davis was efficient, courteous, and helpful. 

*Marianne was excellent.

Excellent, excellent care from nurse (*Ann) and technicians.  Obviously enjoy their work very much.

*Catherine - very cheery and helpful.


